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Abstract

Natural language text is generally coherent. Discourse coherence can be
represented as discourse structures, which discourse parsing aims to ana-
lyze automatically for given text. Despite the promising progress achieved
in recent decades, discourse parsing still remains a significant challenge.
The difficulty is due in part to the high cost and and low reliability of
hand-annotated discourse structures. This thesis tackles the problems by
introducing unsupervised discourse parsing. Unsupervised discourse pars-
ing is a novel technology that automatically induces discourse structures for
input texts without relying on human-annotated discourse structures. Based
on Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST), we assume that coherent text can be
represented as a tree structure. The leaf nodes correspond to non-overlapping
clause-level text spans (called elementary discourse units in RST), while
the internal nodes consist of three orthogonal elements: (1) discourse con-
stituents, (2) discourse nuclearities, and (3) discourse relations. Based on this
assumption, we first break down the unsupervised discourse parsing problem
into smaller subtasks, each corresponding to one of the three orthogonal
elements. Then, we propose unsupervised algorithms for the three subtasks.
The unsupervised algorithms are developed based on our prior knowledge
of the target discourse elements. Experimental results demonstrate that our
unsupervised algorithms outperform and improve unsupervised baselines.
Moreover, our unsupervised algorithm induces more accurate discourse con-
stituents than recent fully supervised parsers. We also analyze what can
or cannot be captured by our unsupervised algorithms, and find that care-
ful consideration of prior knowledge is crucial in unsupervised discourse
parsing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Natural language text is generally coherent (Halliday and Hasan, 1976). In
coherent text, linguistic units (e.g., clauses, sentences, paragraphs) interact
with each other syntactically, semantically, and pragmatically, and no text
fragment is independent nor isolated. The meaning of a text as a whole is not
the mere summation of the meanings of its individual parts but is computed
based on the contextual relationships among the parts.

Discourse structure is a representation of discourse coherence and de-
scribes how a document is coherently organized 1 and have been discussed
in various computational theories, such as Hobbs (1985), Grosz and Sidner
(1986), Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988),
Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT) (Asher and Lascarides,
2003), Discourse Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammar (D-LTAG) (Webber,
2004), and Discourse GraphBank (Wolf and Gibson, 2005). In discourse
structures, nodes correspond to linguistic units (e.g., clauses, paragraphs),
and relevant nodes are linked together by semantic and pragmatic relation-
ships holding between them. For example, Hobbs (1985) cited the following
passage from Chomsky (1975) to illustrate a discourse structure:

(1) a. I would like now to consider the so-called “innateness hypothe-
sis,”

b. to identify some elements in it that are or should be controversial,
and

c. to sketch some of the problems that arise as we try to resolve the
controversy.

d. Then, we may try to see what can be said about the nature and
exercise of the linguistic competence that has been acquired,
along with some related matters.

1In this thesis, we use the terms “text” and “document” interchangeably.
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OCCATION

(1d)ELABORATION

OCCATION

(1c)(1b)

(1a)

Fig. 1.1 A discourse tree structure based on Hobbs (1985) for text (1a)–(1d).

Clause (1b) and clause (1c) are connected by a “then” (OCCATION) relation.
The resulting segment (1b)–(1c) elaborates the topic stated by clause (1a)
by breaking it into two subtopics. There is also a “then” relation between
sentence (1d) and sentence (1a)–(1c). Thus, the discourse structure of this
text can be illustrated as in Figure 1.1.

Discourse parsing is a computational technology that aims to analyze
discourse structure automatically for given text. Discourse parsing has been
proven to be useful in various NLP applications, including document summa-
rization (Marcu, 2000b; Louis et al., 2010; Yoshida et al., 2014), sentiment
analysis (Polanyi and Van den Berg, 2011; Bhatia et al., 2015), document
classification (Ji and Smith, 2017), automated essay scoring (Miltsakaki and
Kukich, 2004), and question answering (Verberne et al., 2007; Jansen et al.,
2014).

Despite the promising progress achieved in recent decades (Carlson et al.,
2001; Hernault et al., 2010b; Ji and Eisenstein, 2014; Feng and Hirst, 2014;
Li et al., 2014b; Joty et al., 2015; Morey et al., 2018), discourse parsing
still remains a significant challenge. The difficulty is due in part to the high
cost and low reliability of hand-annotated discourse structures. Manually
annotating discourse structures is expensive, time-consuming, and sometimes
highly ambiguous.

This thesis tackles the problems by introducing unsupervised discourse
parsing. Unsupervised discourse parsing is a novel technology that auto-
matically induces discourse structures for input texts without relying on
human-annotated discourse structures.

In this thesis, based on RST that is one of the most widely accepted theo-
ries of discourse structure, we assume that coherent text can be represented
as tree structures, such as the one in Figure 1.2. The leaf nodes correspond to
non-overlapping clause-level text spans (called EDUs in RST). Consecutive
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⟨x0:6,NS,ELABORATION⟩

⟨x3:6,SN,CONTRAST⟩

⟨x5:6,SN,ATTRIBUTION⟩

x6x5

⟨x3:4,NS,ELABORATION⟩

x4x3

⟨x0:2,NS,ELABORATION⟩

x2⟨x0:1,SN,ATTRIBUTION⟩

x1x0

� �
[This maker of electronic devices said]x0 [it replaced all five incumbent
directors at a special meeting.]x1 [Elected as directors were Mr. Hollan-
der, . . . , and Rose Pothier.]x2 [Newport officials didn’t respond Friday
to requests]x3 [to discuss the changes at the company]x4 [but earlier, Mr
Weekes had said]x5 [Mr. Hollander wanted to have his own team on the
board.]x6� �

Fig. 1.2 In this thesis, we assume that coherent text can be represented as a
RST-like tree structure. Leaf nodes xi correspond to clause-level segments,
while internal nodes consists of three orthogonal elements: discourse con-
stituents xi: j, discourse nuclearities (e.g., NS), and discourse relations (e.g.,
ELABORATION).

text spans are combined to each other recursively in a bottom-up manner
to form larger text spans (represented by internal nodes) up to a global doc-
ument unit. The internal nodes consist of three orthogonal elements: (1)
discourse constituents, (2) discourse nuclearities, and (3) discourse relations.

Based on this assumption, we first break down the unsupervised discourse
parsing problem into smaller subtasks, each corresponding to one of the three
orthogonal elements. Then, we propose unsupervised algorithms for the
three subtasks.

The next natural question is how to induce each discourse element without
explicit human supervision. Generally, in NLP, unsupervised algorithms are
developed based on linguistic insights and prior knowledge of linguistic
phenomena of interest. In this thesis, we develop unsupervised discourse
parsing algorithms using our prior knowledge of the three discourse element.

Experimental results demonstrate that our unsupervised algorithms out-
perform and improve unsupervised baselines. Moreover, our unsupervised
algorithm induces more accurate discourse constituents than recent fully
supervised parsers. We also analyze what can or cannot be captured by
our unsupervised algorithms, and find that careful consideration of prior
knowledge is crucial in unsupervised discourse parsing.



4 Introduction

Thesis Outline

The structure of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 1 In this chapter, we introduce the background of this thesis
research. First, we introduce computational theories of discourse structure
that assume tree-style representations for discourse coherence like this thesis.
Then, we introduce convetional discourse parsing algorithms, especially
focusing on RST tree structures. After that, we introduce NLP applications
where discourse parsers and discourse structures play a key role in solving
the problems.

Chapter 2 In this chapter, first, we describe problems of the conventional
discourse parsing approach. Then, we introduce unsupervised discourse
parsing, a novel approach to discourse parsing. Next, we break down the
unsupervised discourse parsing problem into smaller subtasks, based on
which we develop a roadmap to achieve the goal. Then, we describe our core
approach to developing unsupervised discourse parsing algorithms. At the
end of this chapter, we review related work and emphasize the contributions
of this thesis.

Chapter 3 In this chapter, we propose an unsupervised method for un-
labeled discourse constituency parsing. Based on our hypothesis that the
concept of constituent structure is shared between syntactic and discourse
trees at a metalevel, we extend the grammar induction algorithms appropri-
ately to unsupervised discourse constituency parsing. Experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed unsupervised parser outperforms all the base-
lines and achieves even higher performance than supervised parsers, even
though our parser does not rely on human supervisions. We also show the
importance and effectiveness of the proposed initial-tree sampling methods.

Chapter 4 In this chapter, inspired by deletion test of Carlson and Marcu
(2001), we propose discourse irreducibility measures for unsupervised dis-
course nuclearity classification. We incorporate extractive summarization
techniques and a simple recursive algorithm to compute discourse irreducibil-
ity. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms
clustering-based baselines. Moreover, with our proposed method, multiple
complementary measures can be combined to improve performance.
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Chapter 5 In this chapter, we propose an unsupervised method for implicit
discourse relation classification. We use coherence modeling to learn soft dis-
course relationships among local text segments, which are used for (implicit)
discourse relation classification. Experimental results demonstrate that the
knowledge obtained by coherence modeling is effective for discourse relation
classification. Additionally, we found that topic-based coherence modeling
is more effective to learn discourse-relation knowledge than order-based
counterpart.

Chapter 6 This chapter summarizes all research activities. From the re-
search results, we conclude the thesis study. We also describe the limitations
and future work of this study.

1.1 Computational Theories of Discourse Struc-
ture

This thesis makes the assumption that coherent text can be represented as
discourse-level tree structures, such as the one in Figure 1.2. In this section,
we focus on computational theories of discourse structure that assume tree-
style representatios for discourse coherence like this thesis.

1.1.1 Hobbs’s Theory

Discourse structures are constructed by the discourse relations joining the
text segments. The existence of such discourse relations have been pointed
out by several researchers (Fillmore, 1974; Grimes, 1975; Longacre, 1976;
Crothers, 1979).

Hobbs (1985) focuses especially on contextual and external knowledge
that humans use to make inferences for interpreting text. Hobbs gives the
following example:

(2) a. John took a book from the shelf.
b. He turned to the index.

In order to recognize the discourse coherence of this text, we require knowl-
edge that “index” of sentence (2b) is that of a book John has taken in sentence
(2a).

Based on inference types, Hobbs defines four classes of discourse rela-
tions:
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1. A text can be coherent if it describes coherent (or relevant) events in
the real world. (OCCATION)

2. A text can be coherent if the utterances can be related to some purpose
of the discourse. (EVALUATION)

3. A text can be coherent if the writer’s utterance can be related to the
reader’s prior knowledge. (BACKGROUND and EXPLANATION)

4. A text can be coherent if an utterance is an expansion of the other seg-
ment. (PARALLEL, ELABORATION, CONTRAST, VIOLATED EXPECTATION,
and EXEMPLIFICATION).

Hobbs argues that discourse relations are applied to text segments recur-
sively to form larger segments and that one tree can span the entire text if it
is well-organized written discourse as shown in Figure 1.1.

1.1.2 Grosz & Sidner’s Theory

Grosz and Sidner (1986) focus solely on the writer’s intention and purpose
to formalize discourse structures. A text typically has an overall purpose,
which is broken down into subpurposes by the writer. Then, linguistic
representations are produced according to each subpurpose. This is natural
when considering recursive planning paradigm for text generation (such as
scientific-paper writing). Grosz and Sidner argue that such a hierarchy of
subpurposes supports discourse coherence of texts.

Moreformally, they define three interacting components for their dis-
course structure theory: a linguistic structure, an intentional structure, and
an attentional state.

The linguistic structure is a collection of discourse segments. A discourse
segment consists of consecutive or nonconsecutive utterances, and utterances
in the same discourse segment share a common purpose, called discourse
segment purpose (DSP). The DSP represents why the writer produces the
discourse segment to achieve the overall purpose.

The intentional structure is a structure of DSPs. They assume that DSPs
are linked together recursively by two structural relations: DOMINANCE and
SATISFACTION-PRECEDENCE. DSP2 dominates DSP1 if an action satisfies
DSP1 is intended to provide part of the satisfaction of DSP2.

The attention state is a state of a stack of focus spaces. Each focus space
is associated with one discourse segment and contains salient entities and
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Fig. 1.3 A discourse tree structure (or a dominance hierarchy) based on Grosz
and Sidner (1986).

the DSP. Entities and DSPs contained in the stack are used as contextual
information to interpret utterances at each point in the text, but information in
higher spaces are more salient than those in lower spaces. A new focus space
is pushed to the stack when the new DSP is dominated by the immediately
preceding DSP. When the new DSP is dominated by a DSP higher in the
dominance hierarchy, several focus spaces are popped from the stack and
then the new focus space is pushed.

Like Hobbs’s theory, Grosz and Sidner considers that a tree structure can
be derived for coherent text. Figure 1.3 illustrates a dominance hierarchy of
a “movie essey” example used in Grosz and Sidner (1986), which consists
of 16 utterances and 8 discourse segments. “DSPi–j” denotes a DSP for
the discourse segment covering from i-th utterance to j-th utterance. The
crucial difference between Grosz and Sidner’s theory and Hobbs’s theory is
that, while Hobbs (1985) focus on knowledge and inference types used in
discourse interpretation, Grosz and Sidner use solely intentions of the writer
to structurize discourse coherence.
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Fig. 1.4 A discourse tree structure based on Rhetorical Structure Theory
(RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988) (simplified from wsj_0642 in RST
Discourse Treebank (Carlson et al., 2001)). The leaf nodes xi correspond to
contiguous, non-overlapping, minimal text spans called elementary discourse
units (EDUs; typically clauses). The horizontal bars represent discourse
constituents. The curves represent nuclearities, from a satellite to a nucleus.
The curves are also labeled with rhetorical relations.

1.1.3 Rhetorical Structure Theory

Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988) is one
of the most widely accepted theories of discourse structure. According to
RST, a coherent text is composed of several functional units, which are
further divided into smaller ones, resulting in a tree structure as in Figure 1.4.
The leaf nodes correspond to contiguous and non-overlapping text spans
that represent minimal discourse units called elementary discourse units
(EDUs), which are typically clauses. Consecutive text spans are combined
recursively to form larger text spans (represented by internal nodes) up
to the global document span. The internal nodes hold information about
(1) discourse constituents, (2) nuclearities, and (3) rhetorical relations.
Discourse constituents are contiguous text spans covered by the nodes, which
represent functional units of discourses. Nuclearities are directional labels
that represent relative importance between connected text spans – a nucleus
corresponds to a more essential span, while a satellite corresponds to a
supporting or background one. Rhetorical relations are informational or
intentional relationships holding between connected text spans, such as
CONDITION and MOTIVATION.

RST-based text analysis has been conducted using RST Discourse Tree-
bank (RST-DT) (Carlson et al., 2001), which contains hand-annotated dis-
course structures for 385 English news articles from the Wall Street Journal.
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This thesis assumes that RST-based tree structures can be derived for
coherence text. Therefore, in the following, we provide detailed descriptions
about characteristics of central components of RST: elementary discourse
units (EDUs), discourse constituents, nuclearities, and rhetorical relations.

Elementary Discourse Units

Elementary discourse units (EDUs) are contiguous, non-overlapping, and
minimal functional spans. Carlson et al. (2001) choose clauses as EDUs and
uses lexical and syntactic cues to determine EDU boundaries:

(3) [Such trappings suggest a glorious past] [but give no hint of a trou-
bled present.]wsj_1302

(4) [Previously, airlines were limiting the programs] [because they were
becoming too expensive.]wsj_1192

(5) [Although Mr. Freeman is retiring,] [he will continue to work as a
consultant for American Express on a project basis.]wsj_1317

EDUs like participial clauses may not contain a lexical cue:

(6) [Xerox Corp.’s third-quarter net income grew 6.2% on 7.3% higher
revenue,] [earning mixed reviews from Wall Street analysts.]wsj_1109

EDUs need not be syntactic clauses. RST lists the following exceptions:

• Clauses that are subjects or objects of main verbs are not EDUs:

(7) [Making computers smaller often means sacrificing memory.]wsj_2387

(8) [Atco Ltd. said its utilities arm is considering building new electric
power plants, ...]wsj_2309

• Clauses that are complements of main verbs are not EDUs:

(9) [Ideally, we’d like to be the operator {of the project} and a modest
equity investor.]wsj_2309

• Clauses that are complements of attribution verbs (e.g., say, announce,
declare, suggest, report, etc.) are EDUs:

(10) [Mercedes officials said] [they expect flat sales next year] [even
though they see the U.S. luxury-car market expanded slightly.]wsj_1196
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• Relative clauses containing a verbal element, post nominal modifiers
containing a non-finite verb, or clauses breaking up other EDUs are
embedded EDUs:

(11) [So far they have issued scores of subpoenas,] [some of which went
to members of the New York Merc.]wsj_[0664]

(12) [According to one dealer,] [Japan said] [it has only 40,000 tons of
sugar remaining] [to be shipped to it this year by Cuba under current
commitments.]wsj_1932

(13) [The Tass news agency said the 1990 budget anticipates income
of 429.9 billion rubles] [($ US693.4 billion)] [and expenditures of
489.9 billion rubles] [($ US790.2 billion)]wsj_0311

• Phrases begining with strong discourse markers (e.g., “because”, “in
spite of”, “as a result of”, “according to”) are allowed as EDUs.

(14) [Despite the yen’s weakness with respect to the mark,] [Tokyo
traders say] [they don’t expect the Bank of Japan to take any action...]wsj_1102

Hierarchy of Discourse Constituents

Discourse constituents are contiguous text spans that represent functional
units of a discourse. Sizes of discourse constituents are arbitrary. As shown in
Figure 1.4, consective discourse constituents (including EDUs) are connected
to form larger discourse constituents recursively in a bottom-up manner,
which also indicate functional spans at higher levels. Thus, a RST tree can be
modeled as a set of discourse constituents of different granularity. A global
tree structure is finally built for the whole text.

Moreformally, RST defines schemas that are abstract patterns (or con-
straints) to combine a small number of constituent text spans. The schemas
can be interpreted as discourse-level rules that specfy how constituents are
combined, which are loosely analogous to syntactic grammars. The schemas
are applied recursively to EDUs, resulting in one RST tree for a text.

Specifically, RST defines five schemas, shown in Figure 1.5. Note that
the order of nucleus and satellites is not constrained in the application of
schemas.

Such a hierarchy of discourse constituents provides structural information
of text, which is complementary to directional information from nuclearities
and semantic sense information from rhetorical relations. Actually, the
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Fig. 1.5 Five schemas defined by Mann and Thompson (1988).

distance (or depth) of discourse constituents from the root node can be used
as indicators of relative importance of the corresponding text spans in the
text (Louis et al., 2010). Text spans closer to the root node take on a more
global role, while text spans of deeper depth tend to provide more detailed
information.

Nuclearity – Nucleus and Satellite

Not all discourse constituents in a text span are equally important. Some
constituents represent more essential information of the text span, while some
constituents indicate supporting information of others, such as refinement,
background, or conditioning. Nuclearity is relative importance between
combined constituents – A nucleus is the salient constituent, while a satellite
is the supporting constituent. When text spans of the same importance are
combined, all the spans are nuclei.

Then, how can nuclearity be determined? Generally, nuclearity can not
be determined in isolation. Consider the following two examples in Carlson
et al. (2001):

(15) [The earnings were fine and above expectations ...] [Nevertheless,
Salomon’s stock fell $1.125 yesterday ...]wsj_1124

(16) [Although the earnings were fine and above expectations,] [Sa-
lomon’s stock fell $1.125 yesterday.]

In the first example (15), both spans are nuclei. However, in the second
example (16), although the semantic content is very similar to example (15),
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Circumstance Antithesis and Concession
Solutionhood Antithesis
Elaboration Concession
Background Condition and Otherwise
Enablement and Motivation Condition

Enablement Otherwise
Motivation Interpretation and Evaluation

Evidence and Justify Interpretation
Evidence Evaluation
Justify Restatement and Summary

Relations of Cause Restatement
Volitional Cause Summary
Non-Volitional Cause Other Relations
Volitional Result Sequence
Non-Volitional Result Contrast
Purpose

Table 1.1 Rhetorical relations defined by Mann and Thompson (1988).

the first span is a satellite and the second one is a nucleus. These examples
indicate that nuclearity depends on the context, use of discourse markers, etc.

In general, removing nuclear constituents leads to difficulty for readers in
interpreting the text. In contrast, satellite constituents can be removed more
easily than nuclei they relate to. Based on this observation, Carlson et al.
(2001) introduced the following two tests to distinguish nuclei and satellites:

• Deletion test: When a satellite is deleted, the nucleus it relate to can
still perform the same function in the text, although it may be somewhat
weaker. When the nucleus is deleted, the segment that is left is much
less coherent.

• Replacement test: A satellite can be replaced with a different content
without altering the function of the segment.

Rhetorical Relations

Originally, Mann and Thompson (1988) define 23 types of rhetorical relations
listed in Table 1.3. The rhetorical relations are defined based on the following
four elements:

• Constraints on Nucleus.

• Constraints on Satellite.
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CONCESSION
Constraints on N: Writer has positive regard for N.
Constraints on S: Writer is not claiming that S doesn’t hold.
Constraints on N + S: Writer acknowledges a potential or apparent in-

compatibility between N and S; Writer regards
N and S as compatible; recognizing the com-
patibility between N and S increases Reader’s
positive regard for N.

Effect: Reader’s positive regard for N is increased.
PURPOSE

Constraints on N: N presents an activity.
Constraints on S: S presents a situation that is unrealized.
Constraints on N + S: S presents a situation to be realized through the

activity in N.
Effect: Reader recognizes that the activity in N is initi-

ated in order to realize S.

Table 1.2 Definitions of the CONCESSION and PURPOSE relations in RST,
with respect to the four definition elements.

• Constraints on Nucleus + Satellite combination.

• Effect.

These elements are judged by the text analyst solely on functional and
semantic information of the discourse. Assignment of rhetorical relations do
not depend on morphological nor syntactic cues, such as “if” for Condition.
These are judgements of plausibility rather than certainty. Table 1.2 illustrates
the definitions of CONCESSION and PURPOSE in RST.

The RST Discourse Treebank (RST-DT) corpus (Carlson et al., 2001)
devides the original rhetorical relatios of Mann and Thompson (1988) into
112 fine-grained relations. The 112 relations are further categorized into
18 coarse-grained classes, which are currently broadly used in RST parsing
studies. We show the coarse-grained relation classes in Table 1.3.

RST includes rhetorical relations of two types: subject-matter (i.e., infor-
mational) relations and presentational (i.e., informational) relations (Grosz
and Sidner, 1986). As pointed out by Mann and Thompson (1988) and
Moore and Pollack (1992), text spans can relate to each other simultaneously
at both informational and intentional levels:

(17) a. George Bush supports big business.

b. He’s sure to veto House Bill 1711.
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ATTRIBUTION EXPLANATION
BACKGROUND JOINT
CAUSE MANNER-MEANS
COMPARISON TOPIC-COMMENT
CONDITION SUMMARY
CONTRAST TEMPORAL
ELABORATION TOPIC-CHANGE
ENABLEMENT TEXTUAL-ORGANIZATION
EVALUATION SAME-UNIT

Table 1.3 Rhetorical relation classes defined in RST-DT (Carlson et al.,
2001).

One can recognize VOLITIONAL CAUSE, an informational relation, between
sentence (17a) and sentence (17b). Simultaneously, EVIDENCE, an intentional
relation, can be recognized between the sentences.

However, RST presumes that only one rhetorical relation can hold for
any two text spans. To alleviate this issue, Moore and Pollack (1992) argue
that analyses at both informational and intentional levels must coexist.

1.1.4 Segmented Discourse Representation Theory

Truth-conditional semantics in formal semantics aims to assign a truth con-
dition to each sentence, which represents a meaning of the sentence. Con-
ventionally, truth conditions are determined for each sentence in isolation of
the context. However, sentence meanings are affected by the context, and
vice versa. Such dynamics can not be captured by the static truth-conditional
semantics.

To mitigate this issue, Kamp and Reyle (1993) introduce Discourse Rep-
resentation Theory (DRT), which considers that meanings of utterances are
projections from context to context. DRT maintains discourse representa-
tion structure (DRS) and updates it dynamically by processing consecutive
utterances one by one.

Although DRT can capture each utterance dynamically, DRT can not cap-
ture relationships between utterances. Generally, utterances are not arranged
linearly but structurized. Such a hierarchical structure affects meanings of
each utterance.

Asher and Lascarides (2003) propose Segmented Discourse Represen-
tation Theory (SDRT), which introduces rhetorical relations into DRT. As
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(18a)

(18b)

(18c) (18d)

(18f)

RF

RF

"salmon"

"pink"(18e)

Fig. 1.6 A discourse tree structure based on SDRS (Asher and Lascarides,
2003) for discourse (18).

DRT, SDRT maintains segmented discourse representation structure (SDRS)
and constructs a discourse tree structure dynamically by processing utter-
ances one by one. Given a new utterance, SDRT first identifies a set of
available attachment nodes (i.e., utterances) in the current SDRS to which
the new utterance can attach to. The set of available attachment nodes is
called the Right Frontier (RF) and is determined based on the Right Fron-
tier Constraint (RFC) (Asher and Lascarides, 2003): a new utterance must
attach to either the immediately previous utterance or one of the nodes that
dominate this last node. RFC implies that the resulting SDRS forms a tree
structure. Then, SDRT identifies a rhetorical relation between the connected
nodes. SDRT distingushes subordinating and coordinating relations: subor-
dinating relations (e.g., ELABORATION) expand the structure vertically, while
coodinating relations (e.g., NARRATION) expands the structure horizontally.
Finally, SDRT calculates the propositional information using the rhetorical
relation. Figure 1.6 shows a SDRS for the following example used in Asher
and Lascarides (2003):

(18) a. Max had a great evening last night.

b. He had a great meal.

c. He ate salmon.

d. He devoured lots of cheese.

e. He then won a dancing competition.

f. ??It was a beautiful pink.
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Based on RFC and Figure 1.6, utterance (18f) can be attached to utterance
(18e) or utterance (18a). SDRS allows us to explain why “it” in (18f) can not
refer to “salmon” in (18c), because utterance (18c) is not on the RF for (18f).

1.1.5 Discourse Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammar

Webber (2004) extend lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammar (LTAG) (Joshi
and Schabes, 1997) for low-level discourse, called Discourse Lexicalized
Tree-Adjoining Grammar (D-LTAG). They focus on how low-level discourse
relations and structures are grounded by lexico-syntactic elements in an
integrated way with syntactic grammars. Specifically, they focus on how
discourse connectives such as “on the one hand” anchor the connection of
two unmarked adjacent clauses. They define discourse-level elementary
tree structures (i.e., initial trees and auxiliary trees) that contain discourse
connectives, substitution sites, and adjunction sites at their leaves. They also
employ the same operations (i.e., substitution and adjoining) as LTAG to
derive shallow discourse structures with these elementary trees. The resulting
structures form low-level trees.

Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB) (Prasad et al., 2008), which is the
largest annotated corpus for shallow discourse parsing, was constructed
based on D-LTAG. PDTB contains argument pairs labeled with rhetorical
relations. Some argument pairs contain discourse connectives explicitly
whose relations are called explicit discourse relations. When connectives do
not appear but can be inserted by humans (or annotators), those relations are
called implicit discourse relations.

1.2 Parsing Algorithms of Discourse Structure

We have already discussed the concept of discourse structure. As presented
in Section 1.3, discourse parsers have been applied to a variety of NLP
applications. The performance in the downstream tasks strongly rely on the
accuracy of the discourse parser they use. Thus, it is crucial to develop an
appropriate discourse parser.

In this section, we especially focus on existing algorithms for RST dis-
course parsing. Conventional algorithms for RST discourse parsing can be
roughly categorized into three approaches in terms of how to build a tree for
given EDUs. The first category is a greedy parsing (Hernault et al., 2010b;
Feng and Hirst, 2014), which builds a tree structure iteratively and greed-
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ily in a bottom-up manner. The second one is a chart parsing (Joty et al.,
2013; Li et al., 2014a), which finds the globally optimal tree using dynamic
programming such as a Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algorithm. The last
one is a Shift-Reduce parsing (Sagae, 2009; Feng and Hirst, 2012; Ji and
Eisenstein, 2014), which iteratively constructs a tree structure using a stack
and a buffer.

1.2.1 Greedy Parsing

Hernault et al. (2010b) proposed a HILDA system. This discourse parser
builds a RST tree structure iteratively and greedily in a bottom-up manner.
Starting from a list of EDUs, in each step, a binary SVM classifier is used to
determine which adjacent discourse units are combined. Adjacent discourse
units with the maximum probability predicted by this binary SVM classifier
is selected greedily. Then, using another multi-class SVM classifier, a
rhetorical relation label is assigned to the selected discourse units. This
process is repeated until a discourse structure that covers the entire document
is constructed. Feng and Hirst (2012) showed that the HILDA accuracy is
improved by incorporating richer features.

Feng and Hirst (2014) model the tree structure and relations with Condi-
tional Random Fields (CRFs), respectively, so that contextual information
can be considered more effectively than HILDA’s SVM classifiers.

Strenthes and Weaknesses The strength of the greedy algorithm is its
simplicity and low computational cost. The amount of computation is linear
with respect to the input document length (i.e., the number of EDUs). On
the other hand, the weakness of this algorithm is that its performance tends
to be poor due to the local search. The tree structure is built by a series of
local and greedy decisions and can not be produced based on the more global
scores.

1.2.2 Chart Parsing

Chart parsing has been traditionally used to analyze syntactic tree structures
for given words. chart parsing uses dynamic programming such as Cocke-
Kasami-Younger (CKY) algorithm to find the globally optimal tree structure
over all valid trees. To avoid doing redundant computation over and over
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again, CKY maintains a chart table to store partial results of the computation
and reuse it.

The chart table C is a n×n×L tensor (or matrix), the cell of which C[i, j, l]
holds the maximum score of the subtree that spans (i, j) and is labeled with
l ∈ L. L denotes a set of valid labels for nodes. The (sub)tree score is
generally factorized into the scores of the child nodes and composition
scores to combine the children into the parent node:

C[i, j, l] = max
i≤k< j,

(l1,l2)∈L×L

Score(x(l)
i: j ← x(l1)

i:k x(l2)
k+1: j) +C[i, k, l1] +C[k + 1, j, l2].

(1.1)

Backpointer is also filled simultaneously with C:

B[i, j, l] = argmax
i≤k< j,

(l1,l2)∈L×L

Score(x(l)
i: j ← x(l1)

i:k x(l2)
k+1: j) +C[i, k, l1] +C[k + 1, j, l2].

(1.2)

Since C[i, k, l1] and C[k + 1, j, l2] have already been computed, they can be
reused to compute C[i, j, l] efficiently.

To parse the full input, we first compute C[0, n − 1, l] in a bottom-up
manner, and then traverse the backpointer from B[0, n − 1, l].

There are generally no significant differences across chart parsers in terms
of CKY dynamic programming, but the features and models used to compute
the tree score can vary greatly. Joty et al. (2013) and Joty et al. (2015) use
CRF to model and capture structures and relations simultaneously. Li et al.
(2014a) define the composition score using Recursive Neural Networks. Li
et al. (2016) improve parsing accuracy by incorporating Attention Mechanism
in feature learning.

Strenthes and Weaknesses The strength of chart parsing is that it allows
to find the globally optimal tree structures over all the valid trees. The
weakness of chart parsing is that its parsing speed is slower than the other
approaches. The computational cost is O(n3L2). This can be problematic
in discourse parsing, where input length (i.e., the number of EDUs) n tends
to be longer than sentence length. Therefore, discourse parsing algorithms
using chart-based approach (Joty et al., 2013, 2015; Nishida and Nakayama,
to appear) conventionally employ incremental approaches, where a tree
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structure is built from smaller discourse chunks (i.e., sentences) to the global
document.

1.2.3 Shift-Reduce Parsing

A shift-reduce dependency parsing (Nivre, 2004) is one of the mainstream
approaches to syntactic dependency parsing as with the graph-based syn-
tactic dependency parsing (McDonald et al., 2005). Shift-reduce parsing
for syntactic constituent structures was also proposed by Sagae and Lavie
(2005).

A shift-reduce discourse parser constructs a tree structure by sequentially
performing actions on a stack of subtrees and a queue of EDUs. The stack
maintains subtrees (including EDUs) being analyzed and is empty at the
initial step. The queue contains unprocessed EDUs from left to right. Four
actions are defined. SHIFT pushes the top EDU of the queue onto the
stack. REDUCE pops the top two elements on the stack and combines them
to create a new subtree, and re-pushes it onto the stack. The REDUCE
operation must determine the discourse relation and nuclearity status. Thus,
the REDUCE action is further divided into: (1) REDUCE-UNARY-l, which
pops the first element of the stack, gives it a label l, and pushes it; (2)
REDUCE-LEFT/RIGHT-l, which pops the two top elements of the stack,
combines them, assign a label l to them, and pushes the new subtree onto the
stack. Here, LEFT and RIGHT indicate the position of the nucleus subtree
and corresponds to nuclearity statuses. These processes are repeated until the
queue becomes empty and the stack has only one element. The last element
in the stack is the analysis result.

Shift-reduce parsing can be viewed as a classification problem over
possible actions given the current situations (i.e., stack and queue). Marcu
(1999) uses decision trees as classifiers. Sagae (2009) uses the averaged
perceptron classifier. Ji and Eisenstein (2014) use a neural network. Wang
et al. (2017) also introduce an attention mechanism.

Strenthes and Weaknesses The advantage of shift-reduce parsing is their
computational efficiency. While the computational complexity of chart
parsing is cubic, the computational complexity of shift-reduce parsing is
linear with respect to input length (i.e., the number of EDUs). This is suitable
for discourse parsing where document length tends to be long. On the other
hand, the disadvantage of shift-reduce parsing is its locality of the search
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procedure. Actions are selected based on a classification score computed
based on local features from the stack and the queue. To alleviate this locality
issue, beam search is conventionally utilized to obtain candidate trees.

1.3 Applications of Discourse Structure

So far, we have discussed the computational theories of discourse structure
and conventional discourse parsing algorithms. Now we focus on NLP ap-
plications where discourse parsers and discourse structures play a key role
in solving the problems. Discourse parsers and structures have been proven
to be useful in various downstream tasks, such as document summariza-
tion (Teufel and Moens, 2001; Louis et al., 2010; Hirao et al., 2013; Yoshida
et al., 2014), sentiment analysis (Polanyi and Van den Berg, 2011; Bhatia
et al., 2015), document categorization (Ji and Smith, 2017), automated es-
say scoring (Miltsakaki and Kukich, 2004), question answering (Verberne
et al., 2007; Jansen et al., 2014), and text generation (Reiter and Dale, 1997;
Hendriks, 2002). In this section, we describe three typical applications:
summarization, sentiment analysis, and text generation.

1.3.1 Summarization

Text summarization is a task of summarizing single or multiple documents
(e.g., news articles, scientific papers) into a relatively shorter text. Text
summarization is one of the earliest NLP tasks discourse structures were
applied to. Discourse structures that describe hierarchies, head-modifier rela-
tions, and rhetorical relations over sentences are useful to capture essential
information in multi-sentential texts.

Teufel and Moens (2001) consider that the content of a scientific pa-
per could be divided into 7 categories (called rhetorical status): BACK-
GROUND (description of the scientific background), AIM (the research
goal), TEXTUAL (outline of the paper), OWN (methodology, results, dis-
cussion), CONTRAST (comparison with other work), BASIC (agreement
with other work), and OTHER (neutral description of other work). They
classify each sentence of a given scientific article into one of these cate-
gories. Consecutive sentences with the same rhetorical status are grouped
into rhetorical zones. Thus, their method can be interpreted as discourse
segmentation, and the system output is a flat discourse structure (or sequence
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of discourse chunks). Based on the discourse segmentation results, they
perform summarization.

Louis et al. (2010) investigated usefulness of structural features and se-
mantic features of discourse. The structural features are computed by tree or
graph representations of discourse structures. The semantic features are com-
puted by rhetorical relations between text units. They found that structural
information of discourse provides more robust indicators of sentence impor-
tance than the semantic sense information of rhetorical relations. However, it
was also demonstrated that structural information and semantic information
are complementary to each other and can be combined to improve perfor-
mance. They also confirmed that discourse features are complementary to
non-discourse features, which implies that discourse structures are beneficial
to recognize essential meaning of text.

Hirao et al. (2013) utilize RST discourse structures for summarization.
They first extract a RST tree structure from a given text, and then transform
the tree into a dependency graph to obtain parent-child relationships between
EDUs. Finally, the discourse-level dependency graph is used to solve a
Tree Knapsack Problem to perform summarization. One weakness of this
approach is that it relies on the accuracy of the discourse parser. Yoshida et al.
(2014) propose a discourse parser that directly analyzes RST discourse depen-
dency graphs for discourse-based summarization. They demonstrate that the
directly analyzed discourse dependency graph improves the summarization
performance.

1.3.2 Sentiment Analysis

Semantiment analysis is a task of identifying sentiment polarity (positive or
negative) of input text (e.g., product reviews). Document-level sentiment
polarity can not be determined in isolation of context. For example, as
illustrated by Voll and Taboada (2007), the sentiment polarity of the following
review of the movie The Last Samurai is negative, although the positive
sentiment words outnumber the negative sentiment words:

(19) a. It could have been a great movie.

b. It does have beautiful scenary,

c. some of the best since Lord of the Rings.

d. The acting is well done,

e. and I really liked the son of the leader of the Samurai.
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(19b) (19c)

(19f) (19g)

(19e)

(19d)

(19a)

(19h)

Fig. 1.7 A RST discourse structure for the movie review (19). In this example,
sentence (19h) is treated as the most important part, because it is the closest
node in the tree structure.

f. He was a likable chap,

g. and I hated to see him die.

h. But, other than all that, this movie is nothing more than hidden
rip-offs.

Bhatia et al. (2015) propose to incorporate RST discourse structures as
shown in Figure 1.7 for document-level sentiment analysis. Specifically,
they assume that sentences closer to the root node in the RST trees are
more important. They assign importance scores to each sentence based
on the depth in the tree, and then the document-level sentiment polarity is
computed by the weighted sum of sentences’ polarity. They confirm the
usefulness of hierarchical information of discourse structures in document-
level sentiment analysis. Somasundaran et al. (2009) also confirms that the
polarity classification accuracy can be increased by integrating contextual
information from discourse relations into word-based polarity-classification
methods.

1.3.3 Text Generation

Discourse is more than just the sum of the meanings of the sentences. The
meaning of the entire document is computed in reader’s mind dynamically
based on the discourse structure and knowledge we share. Therefore, in order
to (1) convey information as intended by the writer to readers accurately and
(2) improve the readability of the text, we need to pay attention not only to
the superficial linguistic representations, but also to the overall text structure.
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Text generation is a technology for automatically generating natural
language text by a computer. Text generation is also used as a supporting
system to help people write more coherent text.

The initial motivation of discourse structure theory is its application to
document-level text generation. For example, Reiter and Dale (1997) propose
a planning approach based on discourse structure to text generation. After
determing a document template using discourse structure, their method then
fills the template with concrete linguistic representations. Hendriks (2002)
also uses DRT to propose a planning-based text generation system.





Chapter 2

Unsupervised Discourse Parsing:
An Overview

In this chapter, we introduce unsupervised discourse parsing. Unsupervised
discourse parsing is a novel approach that aims to alleviate the high-cost
and low-reliability problems of supervised discourse parsing. In Section 2.1,
we first raise problems and limitations of the conventional discourse pars-
ing. In Section 2.2, we describe the goal and assumption of this thesis. In
Section 2.3, we break down the unsupervised discourse parsing problem
into smaller subtasks and build a roadmap towards unsupervised discourse
parsing. In Section 2.4, we describe how we develop the unsupervised algo-
rithms. Finally, in Section 2.5, we review related works and emphasize the
contributions of this thesis with respect to them.

2.1 Problem Statements

Existing discourse parsing algorithms, such as the ones described in Sec-
tion 1.2, use supervised learning to develop a parser and rely on hand-
annotated discourse structures. Parameters of such supervised discourse
parsers are updated so as to minimize the distance between gold discourse
structures (i.e., human supervision) and the parser outputs.

Although supervised learning is an effective approach to various NLP
tasks such as machine translation, there are two problems in supervised
discourse parsing, each related to (1) annotation cost and (2) annotation
reliability.
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High cost of annotation There are a theoretically infinite number of dis-
course patterns in the real world. This means that, to parse such a variety of
discourse patterns accurately, we require a massive amount of hand-annotated
discourse structures, from which parsing models can learn essential knowl-
edge of discourse coherence and structures. However, manually annotating
discourse structures is significantly expensive and time-consuming. To con-
struct a large-scale discourse treebank, it is necessary to hire a number of
expert annotators who are highly trained on the discourse structure theory
such as RST.

Low reliability of annotation Another problem is relevant with the relia-
bility of hand-annotated discourse structures. As presented in Section 1.1,
there is still no single discourse structure theory with consensus. For ex-
ample, the number of discourse relations and their granularity each theory
assumes vary greatly: Grosz and Sidner (1986) assumes only 2 discourse
relations, while Hovy and Maier (1995) lists more than 400 relations. Addi-
tionally, Moore and Pollack (1992) pointed out the importance to analyze
discourse structures simultaneously at both information and intentional lev-
els, although RST presumes only one analysis for given text. Such wide
arbitrariness of discourse structures is due to the ambiguity of what we
focus on to describe/explain discourse coherence, and such ambiguity of
discourse structures leads to low reliability of hand-annotated discourse struc-
tures. Actually, Marcu (2000a) reported that the inter-annotator agreement
scores is only around 83%. Carlson et al. (2001) also reported that inter-
annotator agreement scores on RST-DT are: 88.70% for unlabeled discourse
constituency parsing, 77.72% for nuclearity assignments, and 65.75% for
rhetorical relation labeling. Such low reliability of human supervision can
be a critical issue for supervised discourse parsing.

2.2 Aim of the Thesis

To mitigate the problems raised in Section 2.1, we introduce unsupervised
discourse parsing. Unsupervised discourse parsing aims to induce discourse
structures for given text without relying on hand-annotated discourse struc-
tures. Unsupervised discourse parsing does not suffer from the high-cost and
low-reliability problems of annotated discourse structures.

Based on Rhetorical Structure Theory (Mann and Thompson, 1988), this
thesis assumes that coherent text can be represented as tree structures, such
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⟨x0:6,NS,ELABORATION⟩

⟨x3:6,SN,CONTRAST⟩

⟨x5:6,SN,ATTRIBUTION⟩

x6x5

⟨x3:4,NS,ELABORATION⟩

x4x3

⟨x0:2,NS,ELABORATION⟩

x2⟨x0:1,SN,ATTRIBUTION⟩

x1x0

Fig. 2.1 A RST-based discourse tree structure we assume in this thesis.

as the one in Figure 2.1. The leaf nodes correspond to non-overlapping clause-
level text spans (called EDUs in RST). Consecutive text spans are combined
recursively in a bottom-up manner to form larger text spans (represented by
internal nodes) up to the global document span. The internal nodes consist
of three orthogonal elements:

(1) discourse constituents that are contiguous text spans working as func-
tional units in the discourse;

(2) discourse nuclearities that specify relative importance between con-
nected text spans (constituents);

(3) discourse relations that are semantic relationships holding between
text spans (constituents).

For instance, an internal node ⟨xi: j, SN, CONTRAST⟩ indicates that the node
corresponds to a discourse constituent xi: j, the nuclearity is SN (i.e., the right
child span is more salient than the left child span), and a CONTRAST relation
holds between the child spans.

There are two additional motivations to investigate unsupervised dis-
course parsing. First, unsupervised discourse parsing can provide sugges-
tions on how to utilize raw data effectively in a semi-supervised setting.
A semi-supervised setting is a natural choice in the real world where we
generally have a small amount of annotated data and a large amount of raw
data (e.g., web pages). How to use raw data is significant important and of
central interest in a semi-supervised setting. The second advantage is that it
can also provide suggestions on what discourse-structural patterns should be
annotated more heavily (lightly). Some discourse elements are expected to
be easier to induce in an unsupervised manner, while other elements may be
much more difficult to induce without explicit human supervision. Therefore,
by comparing the outputs of supervised and unsupervised algorithms, we
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can recognize what kind of discourse-structural patterns should be annotated
more (less). This allows us to efficiently collect effective human annotations
and reduce the size of annotated training data.

2.3 Building a Roadmap

It is almost always a reasonable strategy to break down a complicated prob-
lem into simpler subproblems. Each subproblem is expected to be sufficiently
small so that they can be handled realistically.

In this thesis, we follow this strategy and break down the unsupervised
discourse parsing problem into smaller subtasks. As described in the previous
section, discourse tree structures we assume in this thesis are composed of
three orthogonal elements: (1) discourse constituents, (2) discourse nucleari-
ties, and (3) discourse relations. Actually, it is impossible to reconstruct each
discourse element from the other two elements, and each of these elements
convey important information of the discourse. Discourse constituents focus
on a hierarchical structure, while discourse nuclearities represent directional
information between nodes, which can not be reconstructed from the other
elements. Discourse nuclearities are rather structural than semantic and
can be combined with discourse constituents to build unlabeled discourse
dependency structures (Li et al., 2014b; Morey et al., 2018). Discourse
relations represent more semantic information than the others. Please note
that discourse relation classes (e.g., CONTRAST, MOTIVATION) do not contain
directional information.

Thus, it is natural to divide the overall parsing process according to these
elements into four subtasks:

(0) EDU segmentation;

(1) unlabeled discourse constituency parsing;

(2) discourse nuclearity classification;

(3) discourse relation classification.

Step (0) is the preliminary task to prepare leaf nodes for tree building. Step
(1), Step (2), and Step (3) correspond to one of the three orthogonal elements
in discourse tree structures. Of course, several subtasks can be tackled
simultaneously. However, fusing elementary tasks (elements) into more
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complicated tasks (elements) increases the informational complexity that
models must capture, which is contrary to the problem-dividing strategy.

→

Step 0

Step 1

→

Step 2

→

Step 3

Fig. 2.2 Our roadmap towards unsupervised discourse parsing. x0, . . . , x6

denote EDUs of input text. Based on this roadmap, we propose unsupervised
algorithms for each subtask: (1) unlabeled discourse constituency parsing (2)
discourse nuclearity classification, and (3) discourse relation classification.

Based on this factorization, we aim to achieve the original goal (i.e.,
unsupervised discourse parsing) by proposing unsupervised algorithms for
each subtask. We illustrate our roadmap in Figure 2.2. EDU boundaries in
Step (0) are relatively easier to annotate, compared to other subtasks. Thus,
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in this thesis, we focus especially on unsupervised algorithms for the latter
three parts. We describe our unsupervised algorithms for the three subtasks
in turn in Chapter 3, Chapter 4, and Chapter 5.

2.4 Using Prior Knowledge in Unsupervised Al-
gorithms

The next natural question is how to induce discourse constituents, discourse
nuclearities, and discourse relations without explicit human supervision.
It seems significantly difficult to induce such discourse elements without
human supervision. Generally, instead of human supervision, linguistic
insights and prior knowledge of linguistic phenomena of interest are used to
develop unsupervised algorithms in NLP. For instance, the skip-gram model
(Mikolov et al., 2013a), one of the most popular unsupervised algorithms for
word embedding, is based on distributional hypothesis of Harris (1954): if
contexts of two words are similar, the meanings of the two words are also
similar.

In this thesis, we formalize unsupervised algorithms using our prior
knowledge that is relevant with discourse constituents, discourse nuclearities,
and discourse relations. More specifically, for each subtask, we first observe
discourse phenomena carefully to find knowledge that is relevant with the
target elements. Then, we use the prior knowledge in our unsupervised
algorithm that induces the target element.

2.5 Related Work

In this section, we briefly review related works and emphasize the contri-
butions of this thesis with respect to them. More methodologically related
works will be introduced in the corresponding chapters: Chapter 3, Chapter 4,
or Chapter 5.

As we have already described in Section 1.2 and Section 2.1, existing
discourse parsers require hand-annotated discourse structures to tune the pa-
rameters of the learnable models (e.g., scoring functions). HILDA (Hernault
et al., 2010b) and DPLP (Ji and Eisenstein, 2014), the two most popu-
lar off-the-shelf English discourse parsers, are trained on the RST-DT cor-
pus (Carlson et al., 2001) and have been utilized in a variety of downstream
applications (Hirao et al., 2013; Yoshida et al., 2014; Bhatia et al., 2015;
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Ji and Smith, 2017). However, there is still a significant gap between the
automatically parsed trees and the human-annotated trees. This large gap
is due to the fact that these parsers rely on a small amount of annotated
discourse structures, which are expensive, time-consuming to create, and
sometimes highly ambiguous. In this thesis, we aim to tackle this problem
and introduce unsupervised algorithms for discourse parsing. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to develop a fully unsupervised
discourse parser.

Unsupervised parsing (or grammar induction) has been studied over the
decades (Lari and Young, 1990; Clark, 2001; Klein, 2005; Smith, 2006;
Naseem et al., 2010; Jin et al., 2018). However, existing studies on un-
supervised parsing mainly focus on sentence structures, such as phrase
structures (Lari and Young, 1990; Klein and Manning, 2002; Golland et al.,
2012; Jin et al., 2018) or dependency structures (Klein and Manning, 2004;
Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2010; Naseem et al., 2010; Jiang et al., 2016), though
text-level structural regularities can also exist beyond the scope of a single
sentence. In contrast, this thesis proposes unsupervised “discourse” parsing
algorithms.

A number of unsupervised algorithms have been proposed in NLP. Gen-
erally, those algorithms are based on some linguistic insights and prior
linguistic knowledge. Mikolov et al. (2013a,b) and Pennington et al. (2014)
proposed unsupervised pre-training algorithms of word embeddings based
on distributional hypothesis of Harris (1954). The distributional hypothesis
is extended for sentence-level or document-level embeddings (Kiros et al.,
2015; Le and Mikolov, 2014; Cer et al., 2018). Ling et al. (2015) and Nishida
and Nakayama (2017) hypothesized that word order is crucially relavant
with natural language grammars and proposed to learn syntactically plausible
word embeddings by considering word positions. Klein and Manning (2004),
Naseem et al. (2010), and Gimpel and Smith (2012) showed that linguis-
tically motivated initialization techniques improve unsupervised syntactic
parsing performance by 20 ∼ 40 points, compared to the random initializa-
tion. Unlike these studies, in this thesis, we explore prior knowledge that
focuses especially on discourse structures.





Chapter 3

Unsupervised Learning for
Discourse Constituency Parsing

3.1 Motivation

Natural language text is generally coherent (Halliday and Hasan, 1976) and
can be analyzed as discourse structures, which formally describe how text is
coherently organized. In discourse structure, linguistic units (e.g., clauses,
sentences, or larger textual spans) are connected together semantically and
pragmatically, and no unit is independent nor isolated. Discourse parsing
aims to uncover discourse structures automatically for given text and has
been proven to be useful in various NLP applications, such as document
summarization (Marcu, 2000b; Louis et al., 2010; Yoshida et al., 2014),
sentiment analysis (Polanyi and Van den Berg, 2011; Bhatia et al., 2015),
and automated essay scoring (Miltsakaki and Kukich, 2004).

Despite the promising progress achieved in recent decades (Carlson et al.,
2001; Hernault et al., 2010b; Ji and Eisenstein, 2014; Feng and Hirst, 2014;
Li et al., 2014b; Joty et al., 2015; Morey et al., 2017), discourse parsing still
remains a significant challenge. The difficulty is due in part to shortage and
low reliability of hand-annotated discourse structures. To develop a better-
generalized parser, existing algorithms require a larger amounts of training
data. However, manually annotating discourse structures is expensive, time-
consuming, and sometimes highly ambiguous (Marcu et al., 1999).

One possible solution to these problems is grammar induction (or un-
supervised syntactic parsing) algorithms for discourse parsing. However,
existing studies on unsupervised parsing mainly focus on sentence structures,
such as phrase structures (Lari and Young, 1990; Klein and Manning, 2002;
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⟨x0:6,NS,ELABORATION⟩

⟨x3:6,SN,CONTRAST⟩

⟨x5:6,SN,ATTRIBUTION⟩

x6x5

⟨x3:4,NS,ELABORATION⟩

x4x3

⟨x0:2,NS,ELABORATION⟩

x2⟨x0:1,SN,ATTRIBUTION⟩

x1x0

[This maker of electronic devices said]x0 [it replaced all five incumbent di-
rectors at a special meeting.]x1 [Elected as directors were Mr. Hollander, . . . ,
and Rose Pothier.]x2 [Newport officials didn’t respond Friday to requests]x3

[to discuss the changes at the company]x4 [but earlier, Mr Weekes had said]x5

[Mr. Hollander wanted to have his own team on the board.]x6

Fig. 3.1 An example of RST-based discourse constituent structure we assume
in this chapter. Leaf nodes xi correspond to non-overlapping clause-level
text segments, while internal nodes consists of three orthogonal elements:
discourse constituents xi: j, discourse nuclearities (e.g., NS), and discourse
relations (e.g., ELABORATION).

Golland et al., 2012; Jin et al., 2018) or dependency structures (Klein and
Manning, 2004; Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2010; Naseem et al., 2010; Jiang
et al., 2016), though text-level structural regularities can also exist beyond
the scope of a single sentence. For instance, in order to convey information
to readers as intended, a writer should arrange utterances in a coherent order.

We tackle these problems by introducing unsupervised discourse pars-
ing, which induces discourse structures for given text without relying on
human-annotated discourse structures. Based on Rhetorical Structure Theory
(RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988) that is one of the most widely accepted
theories of discourse structure, we assume that coherent text can be rep-
resented as tree structures, such as the one in Figure 3.1. The leaf nodes
correspond to non-overlapping clause-level text spans called elementary
discourse units (EDUs). Consecutive text spans are combined to each other
recursively in a bottom-up manner to form larger text spans (represented
by internal nodes) up to a global document span. These text spans are
called discourse constituents. The internal nodes are labeled with both nu-
clearity statuses (e.g., Nucleus-Satellite or NS) and rhetorical relations (e.g.,
ELABORATION, CONTRAST) that hold between connected text spans.

In this chapter1, we especially focus on unsupervised induction of an
unlabeled discourse constituent structure (i.e., a set of unlabeled discourse

1This chapter is mainly based on Nishida and Nakayama (to appear).
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constituent spans) given a sequence of EDUs, which corresponds to the first
tree-building step in conventional RST parsing. Such constituent structures
provide hierarchical information of input text, which is useful in downstream
tasks (Louis et al., 2010). For instance, a constituent structure [X [Y Z]]
indicates that text span Y is preferentially combined with Z (rather than X) to
form a constituent span, and then the text span [Y Z] is connected with X. In
other words, this structure implies that [X Y] is a distituent span and requires
Z to become a constituent span. Our challenge is to find such discourse-level
constituentness from EDU sequences.

The core hypothesis of this chapter is that discourse tree structures and
syntactic tree structures share the same (or similar) constituent properties at
a metalevel, and thus, learning algorithms developed for grammar inductions
are transferable to unsupervised discourse constituency parsing by proper
modifications. Actually, RST structures can be formulated in a similar way
as phrase structures in the Penn Treebank, though there are a few differences:
the leaf nodes are not words but EDUs (e.g., clauses), and the internal
nodes do not contain phrase labels but hold nuclearity statuses and rhetorical
relations.

The expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm (Klein and Manning,
2004) has been the dominating unsupervised learning algorithm for grammar
induction. Based on our hypothesis and this fact, we develop a span-based
discourse parser (in an unsupervised manner) by using Viterbi EM (or “hard”
EM) (Neal and Hinton, 1998; Spitkovsky et al., 2010; DeNero and Klein,
2008; Choi and Cardie, 2007; Goldwater and Johnson, 2005) with a margin-
based criterion (Stern et al., 2017; Gaddy et al., 2018). Unlike the classic
EM algorithm using inside-outside re-estimation (Baker, 1979), Viterbi EM
allows us to avoid explicitly counting discourse constituent patterns, which
are generally too sparse to estimate reliable scores of text spans.

The other technical contribution is to present effective initialization meth-
ods for Viterbi training of discourse constituents. We introduce initial-tree
sampling methods based on our prior knowledge of document structures. We
show that proper initialization is crucial in this task, as observed in grammar
induction (Klein and Manning, 2004; Gimpel and Smith, 2012).

On the RST Discourse Treebank (RST-DT) (Carlson et al., 2001), we
compared our parse trees with manually-annotated ones. We observed that
our method achieves a Micro F1 score of 68.6% (84.6%) in the (corrected)
RST-PARSEVAL (Marcu, 2000b; Morey et al., 2018), which is comparable
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with or even superior to fully supervised parsers. We also investigated the
discourse constituents that can or cannot be learned well by our method.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 introduces the
related work. Section 3.3 gives the details of our parsing model and training
algorithm. Section 3.4 describes the experimental setting and Section 3.5
discusses the experimental results. We summarize this chapter in Section 3.6.

3.2 Related Work

The earliest studies that use EM in unsupervised parsing are Lari and Young
(1990) and Carroll and Charniak (1992), which attempted to induce proba-
bilistic context-free grammars (PCFG) and probabilistic dependency gram-
mars using the classic inside-outside algorithm (Baker, 1979). Klein and
Manning (2001b, 2002) perform a weakened version of constituent tests (Rad-
ford, 1988) by the Constituent-Context Model (CCM), which, unlike a PCFG,
describes whether a contiguous text span (such as DT JJ NN) is a con-
stituent or a distituent. The CCM uses EM to learn constituenthood over
part-of-speech (POS) tags and for the first time outperformed the strong right-
branching baseline in unsupervised constituency parsing. Klein and Manning
(2004) proposed the Dependency Model with Valence (DMV), which is a
head automata model (Alshawi, 1996) for unsupervised dependency parsing
over POS tags and also relies on EM. These two models have been extended
in various works for further improvements (Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2010;
Naseem et al., 2010; Golland et al., 2012; Jiang et al., 2016).

In general, these methods employ the inside-outside (dynamic program-
ming) re-estimation (Baker, 1979) in the E step. However, Spitkovsky et al.
(2010) showed that Viterbi training (Brown et al., 1993), which uses only the
best-scoring tree to count the grammatical patterns, is not only computation-
ally more efficient but also empirically more accurate in longer sentences.
These properties are, thus, suitable for “document-level” grammar induction,
where the document length (i.e., the number of EDUs) tends to be long.2 In
addition, as explained later in Section 3.3, we incorporate Viterbi EM with a
margin-based criterion (Stern et al., 2017; Gaddy et al., 2018), which allows
us to avoid explicitly counting each possible discourse constituent pattern
symbolically, which is generally too sparse and appears only once.

2Prior studies on grammar induction generally use sentences up to length 10, 15, or 40.
On the other hand, about half the documents in the RST-DT corpus (Carlson et al., 2001)
are longer than 40.
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Prior studies (Klein and Manning, 2004; Gimpel and Smith, 2012; Naseem
et al., 2010) have shown that initialization or linguistic knowledge plays an
important role in EM-based grammar induction. Gimpel and Smith (2012)
demonstrated that properly initialized DMV achieves improvements in at-
tachment accuracies by 20 ∼ 40 points (i.e., 21.3%→ 64.3%), compared to
the uniform initialization. Naseem et al. (2010) also found that controlling
the learning process with the prior (universal) linguistic knowledge improves
the parsing performance of DMV. These studies usually rely on insights on
syntactic structures. In this work, we explore discourse-level prior knowledge
for effective initialization of the Viterbi training of discourse constituency
parsers.

Our method also relies on recent work on RST parsing. In particular, one
of the initialization methods in our EM training (in Subsection 3.3.3(i)) is
inspired by the inter-sentential and multi-sentential approach used in RST
parsing (Feng and Hirst, 2014; Joty et al., 2013, 2015). We also follow prior
studies (Sagae, 2009; Ji and Eisenstein, 2014) and utilize syntactic informa-
tion, i.e., dependency heads, which contributes to further performance gains
in our method.

The most similar work to that presented here is Kobayashi et al. (2019),
which propose unsupervised RST parsing algorithms in parallel with our
work. Their method builds an unlabeled discourse tree by using the CKY
dynamic programming algorithm. The tree-merging (splitting) scores in CKY
are defined as similarity (dissimilarity) between adjacent text spans. The
similarity scores are calculated based on distributed representations using
pre-trained embeddings. However, similarity between adjacent elements
are not always good indicators of constituentness. Consider tag sequences
“VBD IN” and “IN NN”. The former is an example of a distituent sequence,
while the latter is a constituent. “VBD”, “IN”, and “NN” may have similar
distributed representations because these tags cooccur frequently in corpora.
This implies that it is difficult to distinguish constituents and distituents if
we use only similarity (dissimilarity) measures. In this work, we aim to
mitigate this issue by introducing parameterized models to learn discourse
constituentness.
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Newport  officials didn't

respond Friday to requests

(respond, VB, ROOT)

Newport  officials didn't

respond Friday to requests
to discuss the changes

at the company
but eariler,

Mr. Weekes had said

Mr. Hollander wanted

to have his own team

on the board.

(Newport, NNP) (requests, NNS)

Fig. 3.2 Our span-based discourse parsing model. We first encode each EDU
based on the beginning and ending words and Part-of-Speech tags using
embeddings. We also embed head information of each EDU. We then run
a bidirectional LSTM and concatenate the span differences. The resulting
vector is used to predict the constituent score of the text span (i, j). This
figure illustrates the process for the span (1, 2).

3.3 Methodology

In this section, we first describe the parsing model we develop. Next, we
explain how to train the model in an unsupervised manner by using Viterbi
EM. Finally, we present the initialization methods we use for further im-
provements.

3.3.1 Parsing Model

The parsing problem in this study is to find the unlabeled constituent structure
with the highest score for an input text x, i.e.,

T̂ = argmax
T∈valid(x)

s(x,T ) (3.1)

where s(x,T ) ∈ R denotes a real-valued score of a tree T , and valid(x)
represents a set of all valid trees for x. We assume that x has already been
manually segmented into a sequence of EDUs: x = x0, . . . , xn−1.

Inspired by the success of recent span-based constituency parsers (Stern
et al., 2017; Gaddy et al., 2018), we define the tree scores as the sum of
constituent scores over internal nodes, i.e.,

s(x,T ) =
∑

(i, j)∈T

s(i, j). (3.2)
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Thus, our parsing model consists of a single scoring function s(i, j) that
computes a constituent score of a contiguous text span xi: j = xi, . . . , x j, or
simply (i, j). The higher the value of s(i, j), the more likely that xi: j is a
discourse constituent.

Our implementation of s(i, j) can be decomposed into three modules:
EDU-level feature extraction, span-level feature extraction, and span scoring.
We discuss each of these in turn. Later, we also explain the decoding
algorithm that we use to find the globally best-scoring tree.

Feature Extraction and Scoring

Inspired by existing RST parsers (Ji and Eisenstein, 2014; Li et al., 2014b;
Joty et al., 2015), we first encode the beginning and end words of an EDU:

vbw
i = Embedw(bw), (3.3)

vew
i = Embedw(ew), (3.4)

where bw and ew denote the beginning and end words of the i-th EDU, and
Embedw is a function that returns a parameterized embedding of the input
word. We also encode the POS tags corresponding to bw and ew as follows:

vbp
i = Embedp(bp), (3.5)

vep
i = Embedp(ep), (3.6)

where Embedp is an embedding function for POS tags.
Prior works (Sagae, 2009; Ji and Eisenstein, 2014) have shown that

syntactic cues can accelerate discourse parsing performance. We therefore
extract syntactic features from each EDU. We apply a (syntactic) dependency
parser to each sentence in the input text, 3 and then choose a head word for
each EDU. A head word is a token whose parent in the dependency graph
is ROOT or is not within the EDU.4 We also extract the POS tag and the
dependency label corresponding to the head word. A dependency label is a
relation between a head word and its parent.

To sum up, we now have triplets of head information, {(hw, hp, hr)i}
n−1
i=0 ,

each denoting the head word, the head POS, and the head relation of the i-th

3We apply the Stanford CoreNLP parser (Manning et al., 2014) to the concatenation of
the EDUs; https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/

4If there are multiple head words in an EDU, we choose the left-most one.
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EDU, respectively. We embed these symbols using look-up tables:

vhw
i = Embedw(hw), (3.7)

vhp
i = Embedp(hp), (3.8)

vhr
i = Embedr(hr), (3.9)

where Embedr is an embedding function for dependency relations.
Finally, we concatenate these embeddings:

v′i = [vbw
i ; vew

i ; vbp
i ; vep

i ; vhw
i ; vhp

i ; vhr
i ], (3.10)

and then transform it using a linear projection and Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU) activation function:

vi = ReLU(Wv′i + b). (3.11)

In the following, we use {vi}
n−1
i=0 as the feature vectors for the EDUs, {xi}

n−1
i=0 .

Following the span-based parsing models developed in the syntax do-
main (Stern et al., 2017; Gaddy et al., 2018), we then run a bidirectional
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) over the sequence of EDU representa-
tions, {vi}

n−1
i=0 , resulting in forward and backward representations for each step

i (0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1):

−→
h 0, . . . ,

−→
h n−1 =

−−−−−→
LSTM(v0, . . . , vn−1), (3.12)

←−
h 0, . . . ,

←−
h n−1 =

←−−−−−
LSTM(v0, . . . , vn−1). (3.13)

We then compute a feature vector for a span (i, j) by concatenating the
forward and backward span differences:

hi, j = [
−→
h j −

−→
h i−1;

←−
hi −
←−−−
h j+1]. (3.14)

The feature vector, hi, j, is assumed to represent the content of the contiguous
text span xi: j along with contextual information captured by the LSTMs.5

We did not use any feature templates because we found that they did
not improve parsing performance in our unsupervised setting, though we
observed that template features roughly following Joty et al. (2015) improved
performance in a supervised setting.

5A detailed investigation of the span-based parsing model using LSTM can be found in
Gaddy et al. (2018).
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Finally, given a span-level feature vector, hi, j, we use two-layer percep-
trons with the ReLU activation function:

s(i, j) = MLP(hi, j), (3.15)

which computes the constituent score of the contiguous text span xi: j.

Decoding

We employ a Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY)-style dynamic programming
algorithm to perform a global search over the space of valid trees and find
the highest-scoring tree. For a document with n EDUs, we use an n × n table
C, the cell C[i, j] of which stores the subtree score spanning from i to j. For
spans of length one (i.e., i = j), we assign constant scalar values:

C[i, i] = 1. (3.16)

For general spans 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n − 1, we define the following recursion:

C[i, j] = s(i, j)

+max
i≤k< j

C[i, k] + C[k + 1, j], (3.17)

where s(i, j) denotes the constituent score computed by our model.
To parse the full document, we first compute C[0, n − 1] in a bottom-up

manner and then recursively trace the history of the selected split positions,
k, resulting in a binary tree spanning the entire document.

3.3.2 Unsupervised Learning Using Viterbi EM

In this work, we use Viterbi EM (Brown et al., 1993; Spitkovsky et al., 2010),
a varient of the EM algorithm and self-training (McClosky et al., 2006a,b),
to train the span-based discourse constituency parser (Subsection 3.3.1) in
an unsupervised manner. Viterbi EM has suitable properties for discourse
processing, as described later in this section.

Overall Procedure

The overall learning procedure is outlined in Algorithm 1. We first auto-
matically sample initial trees based on our prior knowledge of document
structures (described later in Subsection 3.3.3) and then perform the M step
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Algorithm 1 Overall Learning Procedure
1: function Train(X,Xdev,T

∗
dev, θinit)

2: T ← SampleTrees(X); ▷ Init.
3: θ ← Update(X,T , θinit); ▷M step
4: δ← ∞, Fold

1 ← 0;
5: while δ > 0 do
6: T ← Parse(X, θ); ▷ E step
7: θ ← Update(X,T , θ); ▷M step
8: Fnew

1 ← Eval(Xdev, θ,T
∗
dev); ▷ Val.

9: δ← Fnew
1 − Fold

1 , Fold
1 ← Fnew

1 ;
10: end while
11: return θ;
12: end function

on the sampled trees to initialize the model parameters. After the initializa-
tion step, we repeat the E step and the M step in turns. To perform early
stopping, we use a held-out development set of 30 documents with annotated
trees T ∗dev, which are never used as the supervision to estimate the parsing
model.

E Step

In the E step of Viterbi EM, based on the current model, we perform discourse
constituency parsing for whole training documents X, resulting in a pseudo
treebank with discourse constituent structures, i.e.,

D = {(x, T̂ ) | x ∈ X, T̂ = argmax
T∈valid(x)

s(x,T )} (3.18)

where valid(x) denotes a set of all valid trees for x, s(x,T ) is defined in
Equation (3.2), and T̂ is the highest-scoring parse tree based on the current
model.

Klein and Manning (2001b) and Spitkovsky et al. (2010) count grammat-
ical patterns used to derive syntactic trees inD, which are then normalized
and converted to probabilistic grammars in the next M step.

In contrast, “discourse” constituents are significantly sparse and tend to
appear only once, which implies that it is almost meaningless to explicitly
count discourse constituent patterns symbolically. We therefore attempt to
directly use the trees inD to update the model parameters in the next M step.
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M Step

In the M step, we re-estimate the next model as if it is supervised by the best
parse trees found in the previous E step.

More precisely, we update the model parameters so that the next model
satisfies the following constraints:

s(x, T̂ ) ≥ s(x,T ′) + ∆(T̂ ,T ′), (3.19)

for each instance (x, T̂ ) ∈ D, where T ′ ranges over all valid trees. ∆(T̂ ,T ′)
is a tree distance we define as follows:

∆(T̂ ,T ′) = |T̂ | − |T̂ ∩ T ′|, (3.20)

where |T | denotes the number of constituent spans (or internal nodes) in
T , and |T̂ ∩ T ′| represents the number of spans shared between T̂ and T ′.
In other words, we hope that the score of the best parse tree T̂ should be
larger than that of the less-probable tree T ′ by at least the margin ∆(T̂ ,T ′).
Please note that |T̂ | = |T ′| always holds, because the parse tree T̂ and the
negative-sample tree T ′ are binary trees. ∆(T̂ ,T ′) = 0 holds if, and only if,
T̂ = T ′.

The above constraints can be rewritten by using the margin-based crite-
rion as follows:

max
(
0,max

T ′

[
s(x,T ′) + ∆(T̂ ,T ′)

]
− s(x, T̂ )

)
.

We minimize this criterion by using the mini-batch stochastic gradient de-
scent and the back-propagation algorithm.

The highest-scoring negative tree T ′ (, T̂ ) can be efficiently found
by modifying the dynamic programming algorithm in Equation (3.17). In
particular, we replace s(i, j) with s(i, j) + 1[(i, j) < T̂ ].

Combining Viterbi training and the margin-based objective function
allows us to (1) avoid explicitly counting discourse constituent patterns as
symbolic variables and (2) directly use the scores of the trees found in the E
step for re-estimation of the next model.

3.3.3 Initialization in EM

In general, the EM algorithm tends to get stuck in local optima of the
objective function (Charniak, 1993). Therefore, proper initialization is vital
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Fig. 3.3 We build a discourse constituent structure incrementally in a bottom-
up manner. Sentence-level subtrees are shown in red rectangles, paragraph-
level subtrees in green rectangles, and the document-level tree in a blue
rectangle.

in order to avoid trivial solutions. This phenomenon has also been observed
in EM-based grammar induction (Klein and Manning, 2004; Gimpel and
Smith, 2012).

In this subsection, we introduce the initialization methods we use in
Viterbi EM. More precisely, given an input document (i.e., a sequence of
EDUs), we automatically build a discourse constituent structure based on
our general prior knowledge of document structures. Below, we describe the
four pieces of prior knowledge we use for the initial-tree sampling.

(i) Document Hierarchy

It is intuitively reasonable to consider that (elementary) discourse units
belonging to the same textual chunk (e.g., sentence, paragraph) tend to
form a subtree before crossing over the chunk boundaries. For example, we
can assume that EDUs in the same sentence are preferentially connected
with each other before getting combined with EDUs in other sentences.
Actually, Joty et al. (2013, 2015) and Feng and Hirst (2014) observed that
it is effective to incorporate inter-sentential and multi-sentential parsing to
build a document-level tree.

First, we split an input document into sentence-level and paragraph-level
segments by detecting sentence and paragraph boundaries, respectively. We
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EDU w/ ROOT head

・・・・ ・・・・

RB RB

[[ [ [

  [The financial accounting standards board's coming

ROOT

nsubj

acl

acl

rule on disclosure] [involving financial instruments]

  [will be effective for financial statements with fiscal

years] [ending after June 15, 1990.]

[

[

[

[

[

[

・・・・

Key message

(b)(a)

(c)

Fig. 3.4 (a) We assume that an important text element tends to appear at earlier
positions in the text, and the text following it complements the message,
which leads to the right-heavy structure. (b)-(c) We split a intra-sentential
EDU sequence into two subsequences based on the location of the EDU
with the ROOT word. We build right-branching trees for each subsequence
individually and finally bracket them. Head words are underlined.

obtain sentence segmentation by applying the Stanford CoreNLP (Manning
et al., 2014) to the concatenation of EDUs. We also extract paragraph
boundaries by detecting empty lines in the raw documents.6 We then build a
discourse constituent structure incrementally from sentence-level subtrees to
paragraph-level subtrees and then to the document-level tree in a bottom-up
manner. Figure 3.3 shows this process.

(ii) Discourse Branching Tendency

The second prior knowledge relates to information order in discourses and
the branching tendencies of discourse trees. In general, an important text
element tends to appear at earlier positions in the document, and then the

6Therefore, our “paragraph” boundaries do not strictly correspond to paragraph segmen-
tation. However, we found that this pseudo “paragraph” segmentation improves the parsing
accuracy. We used the raw WSJ files (“*.out”) in RST-DT, e.g., “wsj_1135.out.”
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text following it complements the message, which is reflected in the Right
Frontier Constraint (Polanyi, 1985) in Segmented Discourse Representation
Theory (Asher and Lascarides, 2003). This tendency can be assumed to hold
recursively. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider that discourse structures
tend to form right-heavy trees, as shown in Figure 3.4(a). Based on this
assumption, we build right-branching trees for sentence-level, paragraph-
level, and document-level discourse structures in the initial-tree sampling.

(iii) Syntax-Aware Branching Tendency

As already discussed, this work assumes that discourse structures tend to
form right-heavy trees. However, in our preliminary experiments, we found
that this naive assumption produces about 44% erroneous trees for sentence-
level structures with 3 EDUs. For sentences with 4 EDUs, the error rate
increases to about 70%, which is a non-negligible number in the initialization
step.

To resolve this problem, we introduce another, more fine-grained, knowl-
edge concept for sentence-level discourse structures. We expect that sentence-
level trees are more strongly affected by syntactic cues (e.g., dependency
graphs) than paragraph-level or document-level trees. More specifically,
given an EDU sequence of one sentence, xi, · · · , x j, we focus on a position
of the EDU xk with a head word that is in a ROOT relation with its parent
in the dependency graph. We assume that the sub-sequence after the ROOT
EDU, xk: j, roughly corresponds to the predicate of the sentence, and the
sub-sequence before the ROOT EDU, xi:k−1, corresponds to the subject. We
build right-branching trees for each sub-sequence individually and finally
bracket them. We illustrate the procedure in Figure 3.4(b)-(c).

(iv) Locality Bias

Inspired by Smith and Eisner (2006), we introduce a structural locality bias
as the last prior knowledge. The locality bias was observed to improve the
accuracy of dependency grammar induction. We hypothesize that discourse
constituents of shorter spans are preferable to those of longer ones.

Instead of introducing the locality bias into the initial-tree sampling,
we encode it into the decoding algorithm in training and inference. More
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precisely, we re-write the CKY recursion in Equation (3.17) as follows:

C[i, j] = s(i, j) +
λ

|i − j + 1|

+max
i≤k< j

C[i, k] + C[k + 1, j], (3.21)

where λ denotes the hyperparameter and we empirically set λ = 10. The
second term decreases in inverse proportion to the span distance.

3.4 Experiment Setup

3.4.1 Data

We use the RST Discourse Treebank (RST-DT) built by Carlson et al. (2001)7,
which consists of 385 Wall Street Journal articles manually annotated with
RST structures (Mann and Thompson, 1988). We use the predefined split
of 347 training articles and 38 test articles. We also prepare a development
set with 30 instances randomly sampled from the training set, which is used
only for hyper-parameter tuning and early stopping.

We tokenized the documents using Stanford CoreNLP tokenizer and
converted them to lower cases. We also replaced digits with “7” (e.g., “12.34”
→ “77.77”) to reduce data sparsity. We also replaced out-of-vocabulary
tokens with special symbols “⟨ UNK ⟩.”

3.4.2 Metrics

Following existing studies in unsupervised syntactic parsing (Klein, 2005;
Smith, 2006), we quantitatively evaluate unsupervised parsers by comparing
parse trees with the manually-annotated ones. We employ the standard
(unlabeled) constituency metrics in PARSEVAL: Unlabeled Precision (UP),
Unlabeled Recall (UR), and their Micro F1, which can indicate how well the
parser identifies the linguistically reasonable structures.

The traditional evaluation procedure for RST parsing is RST-PARSEVAL (Marcu,
2000b), which adapts the PARSEVAL for the RST representation shown
in Figure 3.5(a)-(b). However, Morey et al. (2018) showed that, as shown
in Figure 3.5(c), traditional RST-PARSEVAL gives a higher-than-expected
score because it considers pre-terminals (i.e., spans of length 1), which can-

7https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2002T07
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(a) Reference, RST-DT format (b) Predicted, RST-DT format

(d) Reference, Morey et al. (2018)'s format (e) Predicted, Morey et al. (2018)'s format
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UP = 7/9 = 0.78UR = 7/8 = 0.86

Predicted SpansReference Spans

Predicted SpansReference Spans

(1, 3)

(1, 4)

(0, 4)

(1, 2)

(3, 4)

(1, 4)

(0, 4)

UP = 2/4 = 0.50UR = 2/3 = 0.67

(f) Scores on (d)-(e)

(c) Scores on (a)-(b)

Fig. 3.5 Variants of RST encodings and the corresponding unlabeled con-
stituency scores: Unlabeled Recall (UR) and Unlabeled Precision (UP).

not be incorrect in the unlabeled constituency metrics. We therefore follow
Morey et al. (2018) and perform the encoding of RST trees as shown in
Figure 3.5(d)-(f). That is, we exclude spans of length 1 and include the root
node. We also do not binarize the gold-standard trees.

3.4.3 Baselines

To quantitatively evaluate our unsupervised discourse constituency parser, it
is necessary to develop strong baseline parsers. We thus propose Combina-
tional Incremental Parsers (CIPs), which automatically and incrementally
build a discourse (unlabeled) constituent structure from an EDU sequence
based on the prior knowledge introduced in Subsection 3.3.3. That is, CIPs
first build sentence-level discourse trees based on sentence segmentation
using an elementary parser fs. They then build paragraph-level trees using
another elementary parser fp, and finally output the document-level tree
using fd. An elementary parser is a function that returns a single tree given
a sequence of EDUs or subtrees. CIPs can be represented as a triplet of
elementary parsers, i.e.,

⟨ fs, fp, fd⟩. (3.22)

Inspired by earlier studies in unsupervised syntactic constituency pars-
ing (Klein and Manning, 2001a,b; Klein, 2005; Seginer, 2007), we prepare
the following four candidates for the elementary parsers:
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Right Branching (RB) Given a sequence of elements (i.e., EDUs or sub-
trees), RB always chooses the left-most element as a left terminal node and
then treats the remaining elements as a right nonterminal (or terminal). This
procedure is recursively applied to the remaining elements on the right, re-
sulting in (x0 (x1 (x2 . . . ))). As described in Subsection 3.3.3, we predict that
RB somewhat captures the branching tendency of discourse informational
structures. RB was also used as a strong baseline for unsupervised syntactic
constituency parsing in Klein and Manning (2001b).

Left Branching (LB) Contrary to RB, LB always chooses the right-most
element as the right terminal and then transforms the remaining elements on
the left to a subtree, resulting in (((. . . xn−3) xn−2) xn−1).

Adaptive Right Branching (RB∗) We augment RB by considering the
syntax-aware branching tendency, described in Subsection 3.3.3(iii). That is,
based on the position of the head EDU (with the ROOT relation), we split
the sentence into two parts and then perform RB for each sub-sequence.

Random Bottom-Up (BU) BU randomly selects two adjacent elements
and brackets them. This operation is repeated in a bottom-up manner until
we obtain a single binary tree spanning the whole sequence.

3.4.4 Hyperparameters

We set the dimensionalities of the word embeddings, POS embeddings,
relation embeddings, forward/backward LSTM hidden layers, and MLP to
300, 10, 10, 125, and 100, respectively. We initialized the word embeddings
with the GloVe vectors trained on 840 billion tokens (Pennington et al., 2014).
During the training, we did not fine-tune the word embeddings. We run the
initialization steps for 3 epochs. We used a minibatch size of 10. We also
used the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015).

3.5 Results and Discussion

In this section we report the results of the experiments and discuss them. We
first discuss the comparison results of our method with baselines and the
fully supervised RST parsers, including the results published in literature
(Subsection 3.5.1). We then investigate the impact of initialization methods
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Method UP UR Micro F1

Unsupervised
RB 7.5 7.7 7.6 (54.6)
⟨RBs,RBd⟩ 47.9 49.7 48.8 (74.8)
⟨RBs,RBp,RBd⟩ 57.9 60.2 59.0 (79.9)
LB 7.5 7.7 7.6 (54.6)
⟨LBs,LBd⟩ 41.7 43.3 42.5 (71.7)
⟨LBs,LBp,LBd⟩ 50.5 52.5 51.5 (76.2)
BU 19.2 19.9 19.5 (60.5)
⟨BUs,BUd⟩ 47.9 49.8 48.8 (74.9)
⟨BUs,BUp,BUd⟩ 54.5 56.6 55.5 (78.1)
⟨RB∗s,RBp,RBd⟩ · · · (a) 64.5 67.0 65.7 (83.2)
⟨RB∗s,RBp,LBd⟩ · · · (b) 65.6 68.1 66.8 (83.7)
Kobayashi et al. (2019) - - - (80.8)
Ours, initialized by (a) 66.2 68.8 67.5 (84.0)
Ours, initialized by (b) 66.8 69.4 68.0 (84.3)
Ours (b) + Aug. 67.3 69.9 68.6 (84.6)

Supervised
Ours, supervised 68.3 70.9 69.6 (85.1)
Feng and Hirst (2014)* - - - (84.4)
Joty et al. (2015)* - - - (82.5)
Human - - - (88.7)

Table 3.1 Unlabeled constituency scores in the corrected RST-
PARSEVAL (Morey et al., 2018) against non-binarized trees. UP and UR
represent Unlabeled Precision and Unlabeled Recall, respectively. For ref-
erence, we also show the traditional RST-PARSEVAL Micro F1 scores in
parentheses. Asterisk indicates that we have borrowed the score from Morey
et al. (2018).

(Subsection 3.5.2). Finally, we provide our analysis on discourse constituents
induced by our method (Subsection 3.5.3).

3.5.1 Performance Comparison

We compared our method with the baselines described in Subsection 3.4.3.
We also included the previous work (Kobayashi et al., 2019) on unsupervised
RST parsing as our baseline, though it is not a fair comparison because they
use binarized golden trees for evaluation.8 For reference, we also compared
our method with fully supervised parsers: the supervised version of our

8However, scores against the binarized trees and the original trees are quite simi-
lar (Morey et al., 2018).
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model9 and recent supervised parsers (Feng and Hirst, 2014; Joty et al.,
2015) that incorporate intra-sentential and multi-sentential parsing as in our
parser.

Table 3.1 shows the unlabeled constituency scores in the corrected RST-
PARSEVAL (Morey et al., 2018) against non-binarized trees. We also show
the traditional RST-PARSEVAL Micro F1 scores in parentheses. ⟨ fs, fd⟩

indicates that we used only sentence boundaries and discarded paragraph
boundaries. The scores of external supervised parsers (Feng and Hirst, 2014;
Joty et al., 2015) are borrowed from Morey et al. (2018).

We observed that: (1) the incremental tree-construction approach with
boundary information consistently improves parsing performances of the
baselines; (2) RB-based CIPs are better than those with LB or BU; and (3)
replacing RB with RB∗ yields further improvements. These results confirm
the reasonability of the prior knowledge of document structures. The best
baseline is ⟨RB∗s,RBp,LBd⟩, which achieves a Micro F1 score of 66.8%
(83.7%) without any learning. Quite shockingly, the score is competitive
with those of the supervised parsers.

Table 3.1 also demonstrates that our method outperforms all the baselines
and achieves an F1 score of 67.5% (84.0%). If we use the best baseline for
initial-tree sampling in Viterbi EM, the performance further improves to
68.0% (84.3%).

To investigate the potential of our unsupervised parser, we also aug-
mented the training dataset with an external unlabeled corpus. We used about
2,000 news articles from Wall Street Journal in Penn Treebank (Marcus
et al., 1993) that are not shared with the RST-DT test set. We split the raw
documents into EDU segmentations by using an external pre-trained EDU
segmenter (Wang et al., 2018)10 and found that the larger unlabeled dataset
can improve parsing performance to 68.6%.

It is worth noting that our method outperforms the baselines used for
the initialization, which implies that our method learns some knowledge of
discourse constituentness in an unsupervised manner.

Our method also achieves comparable or superior results to supervised
models. We suspect that the reason why the supervised version of our model
outperforms the external supervised parsers (Feng and Hirst, 2014; Joty et al.,

9We used the same model and hyperparameters as the unsupervised model. The only
difference is that we used conventional supervised learning with manually-annotated trees
in stead of Viterbi EM.

10https://github.com/PKU-TANGENT/NeuralEDUSeg
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Knowledge Initial Trees Micro F1

No (Uniform) BU 58.9
(i) ⟨BUs,BUp,BUd⟩ 59.1
(i)+(ii) ⟨RBs,RBp,RBd⟩ 59.7
(i)+(ii)+(iii) ⟨RB∗s,RBp,RBd⟩ 66.3
(i)+(ii)+(iii)+(iv) ⟨RB∗s,RBp,RBd⟩ 67.5
Best baseline ⟨RB∗s,RBp,LBd⟩ 68.0

Table 3.2 Comparison of initialization methods in our Viterbi training.

2015) is mostly dependent on feature extraction and the use of paragraph
boundaries.

3.5.2 Impact of Initialization Methods

Here, we evaluate the importance of initialization in Viterbi EM. Beginning
with uniform initialization, we incrementally applied the initialization tech-
niques introduced in Subsection 3.3.3 and investigated their impact on the
results.

Table 3.2 shows the results. We observed that our model yields the
lowest score of 58.9% with uniform initialization (no prior knowledge). By
introducing Document Hierarchy in Subsection 3.3.3(i), parsing performance
improves slightly to 59.1%. This result is interesting because the unlabeled
constituency scores of BU and ⟨BUs,BUp,BUd⟩ are quite different (19.5 vs.
55.5; see Table 3.1). We then introduced Discourse Branching Tendency
in Subsection 3.3.3(ii) by replacing BU with RB in the CIP, which also
improved the performance, slightly, to 59.7%. We then introduced Syntax-
Aware Branching Tendency in Subsection 3.3.3(iii) by replacing RB with
RB∗ only for the sentence level, which brought a considerable performance
gain of 6.6 points (66.3%). Finally, we introduced Locality Bias in Subsec-
tion 3.3.3(iv) and achieved 67.5%. We also found that our model can be
improved further to 68.0% if we use the best baseline for initialization.

In total, these initialization techniques made a difference of 9.1 points
compared to uniform initialization, i.e., 58.9 → 68.0, which implies that
initialization should be carefully considered in unsupervised discourse (con-
stituency) parsing using EM and that the prior knowledge we proposed in
Subsection 3.3.3(i)-(iv) can capture some of the tendencies of document
structures. We also found that Syntax-Aware Branching Tendency is most
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Relation Ours Supervised
ATTRIBUTION 90.7 92.7
ENABLEMENT 87.0 82.6
MANNER-MEANS 77.8 85.2
TEMPORAL 76.5 64.7
TOPIC-CHANGE 57.1 42.9
EXPLANATION 56.4 56.4
EVALUATION 56.3 55.0
SUMMARY 50.0 71.9
Total 69.9 70.9

Table 3.3 The best four and worst four rhetorical relations with their corre-
sponding Unlabeled Recall scores. The relations are ordered according to
scores of the unsupervised parser.

effective among the techniques, which suggests that more detailed knowledge
can yield further improvements.

3.5.3 Learned Discourse Constituentness

Here, we further investigate the discourse constituentness learned by our
method.

First, we calculated Unlabeled Recall (UR) scores for each relation
class in RST-DT. We used 18 coarse-grained classes. Please note that we
only focus on constituent spans {(i, j)} because our method does not predict
relation labels. Table 3.3 shows the results of the best four and the worst four
relation classes of our method. We compare the results with the supervised
version.

We observed that although our method uses an unsupervised approach
and does not rely on structural annotations, some scores are comparable
to those of the supervised version. We also found that relation classes
with relatively higher scores can be assumed to form right-heavy structures
(e.g., ATTRIBUTION, ENABLEMENT), while relations with lower scores can
be considered to form left-heavy structures (e.g., EVALUATION, SUMMARY).
These results are natural because the initialization methods we used in the
Viterbi training strongly rely on RB-based CIP. This implies that, to capture
discourse constituency phenomena of SUMMARY or EVALUTION relations, it
is necessary to introduce other initialization techniques (or prior knowledge)
in future.
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Lastly, we qualitatively inspected the discourse constituentness learned by
our method. We computed span scores s(i, j) for all possible spans (i, j) in the
RST-DT test set without using any boundary information. We then sampled
text spans xi: j with relatively higher constituent scores, s(i, j) > 10.0.

As shown in the upper part of Table 3.4, we can observe that our method
learns some aspects of discourse constituentness that seems linguistically
reasonable. In particular, we found that our method has a potential to predict
brackets for (1) clauses with connectives qualifying other clauses from right
to left (e.g., “X [because B.]”) and (2) attribution structures (e.g., “say that
[B]”). These results indicate that our method is good at identifying discourse
constituents near the end of sentences (or paragraphs), which is natural
because RB is mainly used for generating initial trees in EM training. The
bottom part of Table 3.4 demonstrates that the beginning position of the text
span is also important to estimate constituenthood, along with the ending
position.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced an unsupervised discourse constituency parsing
algorithm that use Viterbi EM with a margin-based criterion to train a span-
based neural parser. We also introduced initialization methods for the Viterbi
training of discourse constituents. We observed that our unsupervised parser
achieves comparable or even superior performance to the baselines and fully
supervised parsers. We also found that learned discourse constituents depend
strongly on initialization used in Viterbi EM, and it is necessary to explore
other initialization techniques to capture more diverse discourse phenomena.

We have two limitations in this study. First, this work focuses only on
unlabeled discourse constituent structures. Although such hierarchical in-
formation is useful in downstream applications (Louis et al., 2010), both
nuclearity statuses and rhetorical relations are also necessary for a more
complete RST analysis. Second, our study uses only English documents
for evaluation. However, different languages may have different structural
regularities. Hence, it would be interesting to investigate whether the initial-
ization methods are effective in different languages, which we believe gives
suggestions on discourse-level universals. We leave these issues as a future
work.
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[The bankruptcy-court reorganization is being challenged . . . by a dissident group of
claimants] [because it places a cap on the total amount of money available] [to settle
claims.] [It also bars future suits against . . . ] (11.74)
[The first two GAF trials were watched closely on Wall Street] [because they were consid-
ered to be important tests of goverment’s ability] [to convince a jury of allegations]
[stemming from its insider-trading investigations.] [In an eight-court indictment, the
goverment charged GAF, . . . ] (10.16)
[The posters were sold for $1,300 to $6,000,] [although the government says] [they
had a value of only $ 53 to $ 200 apiece.] [Henry Pitman, the assistant U.S. attorney]
[handling the case,] [said] [about . . . ] (11.31)
[The office, an arm of the Treasury, said] [it doesn’t have data on the financial position
of applications] [and thus can’t determine] [why blacks are rejected more often.]
[Nevertheless, on Capital Hill,] [where . . . ] (11.57)
[After 93 hours of deliberation, the jurors in the second trial said] [they were hopelessly
deadlocked,] [and another mistrial was declared on March 22.] [Meanwhile, a federal
jury found Mr. Bilzerian . . . ] (11.66)
[(“I think | she knows me,] [but I’m not sure ”)] [and Bridget Fonda, the actress] [(“She
knows me,] [but we’re not really the best of friends”).] [Mr. Revson, the gossip
columnist, says] [there are people] [who . . . ] (11.11)
[its vice president . . . resigned] [and its Houston work force has been trimmed by 40 people,
of about 15%.] [The maker of hand-held computers and computer systems said]
[the personnel changes were needed] [to improve the efficiency of its manufacturing
operation.] [The company said] [it hasn’t named a successor . . . ] (4.44)
[its vice president . . . resigned] [and its Houston work force has been trimmed by 40
people, of about 15%.] [The maker of hand-held computers and computer systems said]
[the personnel changes were needed] [to improve the efficiency of its manufacturing
operation.] [The company said] [it hasn’t named a successor. . . ] (11.04)
[its vice president . . . resigned] [and its Houston work force has been trimmed by 40
people, of about 15%.] [The maker of hand-held computers and computer systems said
] [the personnel changes were needed] [to improve the efficiency of its manufacturing
operation.] [The company said] [it hasn’t named a successor. . . ] (5.50)
[its vice president . . . resigned] [and its Houston work force has been trimmed by 40
people, of about 15%.] [The maker of hand-held computers and computer systems
said] [the personnel changes were needed] [to improve the efficiency of its manufac-
turing operation.] [The company said] [it hasn’t named a successor. . . ] (7.68)

Table 3.4 Discourse constituents and their predicted scores (in parentheses).
We show the discourse constituents (in bold) in the RST-DT test set, which
have relatively high span scores. We did NOT use any sentence/paragraph
boundaries for scoring.





Chapter 4

Unsupervised Induction for
Discourse Nuclearity
Classification

4.1 Motivation

As discussed in Section 2.1, discourse parsing is still a challenge bacause of
the high cost and low reliability of hand-annotated discourse structures. The
goal of this thesis is to alleviate these problems by unsupervised discourse
parsing algorithms, which induces discourse structures for given text without
relying on manually annotated structures.

Here, in Figure 4.1, we again show a RST-based discourse tree structure
that we assume throughout this thesis. In the previous chapter (Nishida and
Nakayama, to appear), we have already proposed an unsupervised algorithm
that builds an “unlabeled” (or naked) constituent structures from a sequence
of EDUs, which corresponds to the first subtask in our roadmap described in
Section 2.3.

In this chapter, we tackle the second subtask in our roadmap. That is,
given an unlabeled discourse tree structure, we aim to assign nuclearities
to each internal node in an unsupervised manner. Nuclearity is a type of
directional information that holds between two connected text spans (Mann
and Thompson, 1988). In particular, for simplicity, we assume the following
two nuclearity classes: Nucleus-Satellite (NS), Satellite-Nucleus (SN). A
nucleus represents the salient text span, while a satellite indicates supporting
or background span to the nucleus. This assumption always holds if we (1)
apply a right-heavy binarization procedure to n-ary trees following Soricut
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⟨x0:6,NS,ELABORATION⟩

⟨x3:6,SN,CONTRAST⟩

⟨x5:6,SN,ATTRIBUTION⟩

x6x5

⟨x3:4,NS,ELABORATION⟩

x4x3

⟨x0:2,NS,ELABORATION⟩

x2⟨x0:1,SN,ATTRIBUTION⟩

x1x0

� �
[This maker of electronic devices said]x0 [it replaced all five incumbent
directors at a special meeting.]x1 [Elected as directors were Mr. Hollan-
der, . . . , and Rose Pothier.]x2 [Newport officials didn’t respond Friday
to requests]x3 [to discuss the changes at the company]x4 [but earlier, Mr
Weekes had said]x5 [Mr. Hollander wanted to have his own team on the
board.]x6� �

Fig. 4.1 In this chapter, we assume that coherent text can be represented as a
RST-like tree structure. Leaf nodes xi correspond to clause-level segments,
while internal nodes consists of three orthogonal elements: discourse con-
stituents xi: j, discourse nuclearities (e.g., NS), and discourse relations (e.g.,
ELABORATION).

and Marcu (2003) and (2) treat a preceding (left) span as the main nucleus if
two connected spans are equally important following Li et al. (2014b).

Carlson and Marcu (2001) propose the following deletion test to deter-
mine nuclearities:

• Deletion test: If a nucleus is deleted, the text span that is left is much
less coherent. If a satellite is deleted, the text segment that is left is
still coherent, although it may be somewhat weaker.

We aim to perform the deletion test automatically to identify nuclearities in
an unsupervised manner. To computer discourse irreducibility, we incorpo-
rate sentence-importance measures in extractive summarization (Nenkova
and McKeown, 2012; Allahyari et al., 2017) and a simple recursive algo-
rithm. Nuclearities are determined based on the comparison of discourse
irreducibility scores of text spans. It is worth noting that our proposal in this
chapter is not for training some models but for directly inducing nuclearities
from discourse irreducibility scores. The discourse irreducibility scores are
computed by off-the-shelf sentence-scoring techniques in (unsupervised)
extractive summarization.

We compare five irreducibility measures and report nuclearity-classification
accuracies on the RST-DT corpus (Carlson et al., 2001). The experimental
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results demonstrate that our unsupervised approach outperforms clustering-
based classifiers using K-Means. We also found that multiple measures can
be combined complementarily for further improvements and achieve 58.52%
balanced accuracy.

4.2 Why Not Clustering?

Clustering may be the simplest approach to unsupervised classification.
Actually, clustering is the first approach we adopted in our preliminary
experiments. For example, after performing K-Means with K = 2 (each cor-
responding to NS and SN) on discourse-constituent features, we can develop
a classifier that assigns a nuclearity status to an unseen discourse constituent
according to the distance from the centroid vectors in the feature space:

c∗ = argmin
c∈{NS,SN}

|| f (x) − vc||, (4.1)

where f (x) represents the feature vector of a discourse constituent x and vc

denotes the centroid vector of the cluster c ∈ {NS, SN}.1

However, can nuclearity classes be really found by a clustering algorithm?
Can they be separately distributed in a feature space? Actually, both syntactic
structures and meanings of discourse constituents do not always match their
nuclearity statuses:

(20) [The explosions began]π1 [when a seal blow out.]π2

(21) [When a seal blow out,]π1 [the explosions began.]π2

(22) [Never mind.]π1 [You already know the answer.]π2

We show the nuclei in normal font and the satellites in italics. The examples
in (20) and (21) represent the same meaning as a whole. However, their
nuclearity statuses are different (i.e., NS vs. SN). Moreover, (22) belongs
to the same nuclearity status with (20), though (22) has a totally different
meaning and a syntactic structure from (20). These phenomena make it hard
to extract nuclearity-oriented features.

To empirically examine this argument, consider Figure 4.2. In Figure 4.2,
each point is a discourse constituent stored in RST-DT, colored by their cor-
responding nuclearity statuses. We first embed two connected text spans as a

1To use this clustering-based classifier, we have to align each cluster ID ∈ {1, 2} with
each nuclearity status, which is also a difficult task without annotated data.
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Fig. 4.2 Discourse constituents of two nuclearity classes, projected onto the
two-dimensional space using t-SNE (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008). The
distinction among the two classes seems less discernible.

simple sum of pre-trained word embeddings2 (Hermann and Blunsom, 2014)
and concatenate the two vectors to represent each discourse constituent. The
discourse-constituent vectors have been projected onto the two-dimensional
space using t-SNE (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008) (perplexity = 10) for
visualization.

Figure 4.2 demonstrates that nuclearity classes seem to have less discrim-
inated distributions, and it is hard to believe that they could be separated by
a clustering algorithm even in the full space.

4.3 Computing Discourse Irreducibility

In this section, we describe our proposed method for computing discourse
irreducibility scores. We call a text span irreducible, if the span can not
be removed without damaging the text coherence. Our hypothesis is that
irreducible text spans are likely to be nuclei more than reducible ones.

2We used the 300-dimensional GloVe word embeddings that were trained on the 840
billion tokens (Pennington et al., 2014).
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As a similar idea with the deletion test of Carlson and Marcu (2001),
Mareček and Žabokrtský (2012) focus on reducibility of phrases for unsu-
pervised dependency parsing. They removed word n-grams from a sentence
and checked whether the rest of the sentence appears at least once in a
corpus. The number of such reducible occurences is used to determine the
reducibility of the n-gram.

However, it is difficult to perform such deletion test at a discourse level.
Even after a text span of high reducibility is deleted, the text segment that is
left rarely appears anywhere in the corpus.

In this work, we propose to incorporate sentence-importance measures
in extractive summarization and a simple recursive algorithm to compute
discourse irreducibility. We first compute irreducibility scores of the sen-
tences in a text by leveraging extractive summarization techniques. Then, we
compute the irreducibility scores of larger discourse constituents recursively
in a bottom-up manner from the sentence irreducibility. The inner-sentence
nuclearity statuses are automatically assigned based on our prior knowledge.
In this work, we choose sentences as the beginning point of the recursive
algorithm. This allows us to utilize publicly available pre-trained sentence
encoders, such as Cer et al. (2018), that have been trained usually on large
unlabeled corpora.

4.3.1 Sentence Irreducibility

Extractive summarization (Nenkova and McKeown, 2012; Allahyari et al.,
2017) is one of the major approaches to text summarization. Extractive
summarization produces the summary of an input text by extracting a subset
of important sentences in the original text. Conventionally, (1) the summa-
rization systems first extract feature vectors from each sentence in the text,
then (2) they assign an importance score to each sentence, and finally (3) the
top k most important sentences are selected to generate a summary by using
a greedy algorithm or solving an optimization problem.

We use sentence-importance measures in (1)+(2) in extractive summa-
rization for computing sentence irreducibility. In particular, we examine the
following five sentence-importance measures: (1) SumBasic (Vanderwende
et al., 2007), (2) Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Gong and Liu, 2001;
Steinberger et al., 2007), (3) a centroid-based measure (Radev et al., 2004;
Rossiello et al., 2017), (4) LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004; Mihalcea and
Tarau, 2004), and (5) heuristic measures.
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SumBasic

SumBasic focuses on frequency of words as the indicators of the sentence
importance (Vanderwende et al., 2007). Formally, it uses word probability as
the indicators.

First, we compute unigram probabilities of words from an input document
d:

P(w) =
countd(w)∑

w′∈d
countd(w′)

, (4.2)

where countd(w) is the number of occurences of a word w in d. Then, we
assign importance scores to each sentence based on the average probability
of the words in the sentence:

g(si) =
1
|si|

∑
w∈si

P(w), (4.3)

where |i| denotes the number of words in the sentence si. Then, the highest-
scoring sentence is selected. To avoid selecting similar sentences redundantly,
SumBasic can discount the probabilities of the words that are already con-
tained in the current summary:

Pnew(w) = Pold(w) × Pold(w). (4.4)

This selection steps repeat until the summary of desired length is produced.
We use the selected order of each sentence for g(si) instead of Eq. (4.3),

because we found it yields better performance than the average word proba-
bility:

g(si) =
1
yi
, (4.5)

where yi ∈ [1, n] denotes the selected order of i.

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is an unsupervised algorithm that extracts
hidden representations of words, sentences, or documents via a matrix fac-
torization (Deerwester et al., 1990). (Gong and Liu, 2001; Steinberger et al.,
2007) used LSA to detect latent topics in an input document, based on which
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importance scores of sentences are calculated. LSA considers that sentences
discussing multiple important topics tend to be more important.

More formally, we first build a term-sentence matrix (m × n matrix) A
from the input document, the cell Ai j of which represents a TFIDF weight of
the term i in the j-th sentence. Then, we run Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) on A to approximate it as follows

A ≈ UΣV⊤. (4.6)

The matrix Σ is a diagonal matrix (k × k) where Σkk represents the weight of
the latent topic k. We then build a topic-sentence matrix (k × n matrix) D:

D = ΣV⊤, (4.7)

the cell Di j of which represents the weight of the latent topic i in the j-th
sentence. We set k to n/5. We follow (Steinberger et al., 2007) and compute
a sentence score as follows:

g( j) =

√√
k∑

i=1

D2
i j. (4.8)

Centroid-based measure

Centroid-based methods in extractive summarization first detect topics in
the input document and then computes centroids (or pseudo-documents) of
each topic. Sentences are clustered and then assigned with importance scores
according to the distance from the centroids of their corresponding clusters.
It then chooses sentences from each topic by a selection algorithm.

To achieve this goal, it requires feature vectors of the sentences in the
input. In this study, we use recent sentence-level embedding techniques
proposed in (Rossiello et al., 2017) and (Cer et al., 2018). In (Rossiello et al.,
2017), a sentence vector can be computed by using a sum of pre-trained word
embeddings3 in the sentence as follows:

f (si) =
∑
w∈si

E[w], (4.9)

3We compare 100/300-dim GloVe embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) and the 300-dim
word2vec embedding (Mikolov et al., 2013a) trained on GoogleNews.
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where f (si) denotes the vector of the sentence si and E[w] returns the embed-
ding of the word w. We also use the Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) (Cer
et al., 2018), which is trained on multiple tasks and produces an embedding
for each sentence. To detect topics in the document, we can use a cluster-
ing algorithm such as K-Means on the sentence embeddings, resulting in
c1, . . . , cn, where ci ∈ [1,K] represents the cluster ID of the sentence i. We
then compute the centroids of each topic as the sum of sentence vectors that
belong to the same topic:

f̃ (dk) =
∑
s∈dk

f (s), (4.10)

where dk denotes a set of sentences that belong to the topic k, i.e., dk =

{i | si ∈ d, ci = k}. We then assign importance scores to each sentence using
the cosine similarity to the corresponding centroids:

g(si) =
f (si)⊤ f̃ (dci)

|| f (si)|| · || f̃ (dci)||
. (4.11)

In this work, following (Rossiello et al., 2017), we set K = 1 and compute a
single centroid vector for the whole document.

It is worth noting that this centroid-based measure is different from the
clustering-based classifier described in Section 4.2, though at first glance they
seem to be similar. The centroid-based measure aims to estimate sentence-
level informativeness scores, which is followed by the nuclearity-labeling
algorithm introduced in Section 4.4. In contrast, the clustering-based method
aims to solve nuclearity labeling as a classification task on discourse con-
stituents, which has a strong assumption that discourse constituents of differ-
ent nuclearity types are distributed separately in a feature space.

LexRank

LexRank utilizes PageRank algorithm (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) on a
connected graph where vertices correspond to the sentences and the edges
represent the similarity between the two sentences (Erkan and Radev, 2004).
LexRank considers that sentences that have many connections with other
sentences possibly discuss the center topic in the document and are more
likely to be in the summary.

We first embed each sentence in the same way as in the centroid-based
method. Then, we calculate the cosine similarity of two sentences using the
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embeddings. We connect two sentences if the similarity is greater than a
threshold. We set the threshold to 0.1. We then build a transition-probability
matrix on the graph by normalizing the weights on the edges. We finally run
the PageRank algorithm using the transition matrix and obtain the sentence
scores, {g(si)}ni=1.

Heuristic measures

Some heuristic indicators have been used as feature vectors in learning-based
models for extractive summarization. In this study, we adopt the following
two heuristic measures.

• Heuristic-Location assumes that sentences appearing at earlier posi-
tions are more essential, i.e.,

g(i) = i/|d|, (4.12)

where |d| denotes the number of all sentences in the document d.

• Heuristic-Length considers that sentences with more words have
higher importances, i.e.,

g(i) = |si|. (4.13)

4.3.2 Discourse Irreducibility

We compute discourse irreducibility recursively in a bottom-up manner from
sentence irreducibility scores. A subtree of a discourse constituent, or a
subsequence of sentences, si: j, can be denoted as follows:

T (si: j) =
(
T (si:k),T (sk+1: j)

)
. (4.14)

We define irreducibility scores of subtrees by using a recursive function G as
follows:

G(T (si: j)) = Pool(G(T (si:k)),G(T (sk+1: j))), (4.15)

where Pool denotes the pooling function. In this work, we examined max-
pooing and average-pooling functions, i.e.,

G(T (si: j)) = max(G(T (si:k)),G(T (sk+1: j))), (4.16)
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Fig. 4.3 The proposed algorithm for unsupervised nuclearity classification.
The leaf nodes, s1, . . . , sn, denote sentences in an input text. We first compute
irreducibility scores of each sentence. Then, we compute the irreducibility
scores of larger discourse constituents recursively in a bottom-up manner.
Finally, we assign the nuclearity statuses by comparing the irreducibility
scores of connected discourse constituents. Discourse constituents with
higher irreducibility are treated as nuclei.

or

G(T (si: j)) =
G(T (si:k)) +G(T (sk+1: j))

2
. (4.17)

However, in our preliminary experiments, we found that the max-pooling
yields higher accuracy than the average-pooling. Therefore, we use the
max-pooling for G throughout our experiments.

For spans of length one (i.e., i = j), G is defined as follows:

G(T (si: j)) = g(si), (4.18)

where g(si) denotes the importance (i.e., irreducibility) of sentence si that
can be computed using the sentence-importance measures in Section 4.3.1.

4.4 Unsupervised Nuclearity Classification

In this section, we describe how to decide nuclearity statuses of each in-
ternal node after computing irreducibility scores of discourse constituents
(including sentences). Figure 4.3 illustrates the process.

Given irreducibility scores of discourse constituents, at each internal
node T (xi: j), we compare the subtree scores and decide the nuclearity status
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Algorithm 2 Nuclearity Classification
1: function F(node, x, B, g)
2: if node.is_internal() then
3: node.left_child = F(node.left_child, x, B, g);
4: node.right_child = F(node.right_child, x, B, g);
5: end if
6: i, j = node.span;
7: if B[i, j] < 0 then
8: node.nuclearity = NS;
9: else if B[i, j] = 0 then

10: node.nuclearity = NS;
11: node.score = g(xi: j);
12: else
13: gl = node.left_child.score;
14: gr = node.right_child.score;
15: if gl − gr ≥ 0 then
16: node.nuclearity = NS;
17: else
18: node.nuclearity = SN;
19: end if
20: node.score = max(gl, gr);
21: end if
22: return node;
23: end function

li, j:

li, j =

NS (gl − gr ≥ 0)

SN (gl − gr < 0)
, (4.19)

where gl and gr denote the irreducibility scores of the left and right con-
stituents, respectively. For internal nodes in sentence-level RST trees, we
automatically assign the majority label (i.e., NS).

We show a pseudo code for this procedure in Algorithm 2. xi corresponds
to the i-th EDU (not sentence) in the text. B denotes a two-dimensional
matrix containing sentence-boundary information: B[i, j] < 0 indicates that
the span (i, j) is within a sentence boundary, while B[i, j] = 0 indicates
that the span matches the sentence boundary. Otherwise, the span covers
discourse constituents beyond a single sentence.
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4.5 Experiment Setup

4.5.1 Data

Our approach does not require training. The only exceptions are the centroid-
based measure and LexRank, which utilize publicly available word/sentence
embeddings pre-trained on very large corpora. For evaluation, we used
the RST Discourse Treebank (Carlson et al., 2001), which contains hand-
annotated discourse structures for 385 English articles from the Wall Street
Journal. RST-DT provides a pre-defined split for training and test sets. We
used the training set for building our baseline classifiers. We used the test set
for evaluation.

4.5.2 Metrics

Following Marcu (2000a) and Morey et al. (2018), we use the corrected
RST-PARSEVAL metrics to evaluate parse trees against gold trees, which
is analogous to PARSEVAL (Black et al., 1991), the standard evaluation
methodology in syntactic constituency parsing. To avoid unexpected error
propagations and focus only on the algorithms for unsupervised nuclearity
identification, we use the gold-standard EDU segmentations and the unla-
beled constituent structures in RST-DT. Standard Accuracy (SA) is equivalent
to the conventional Micro F1 score on nuclearity-labeled spans and defined
as the ratio of the number of correctly labeled spans to the total number of
spans in the test set. To precisely analyze the performances on each nucle-
arity class, we show the class-wise recalls (i.e., NS-R and SN-R). Balanced
Accuracy (BA) aims to deal with the class imbalance problem in the test
set and is defined as the average of the class-wise recalls (Brodersen et al.,
2010).

4.5.3 Baseline

We built clustering-based classifiers as the baselines in this study. Specifically,
we developed K-Means (K = 2) classifiers using discourse constituents in
the training set of the RST-DT corpus. The constituent-level vectors were
computed in the same way as in Section 4.2. We used the 300-dim word2vec
word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013a) trained on GoogleNews and the
100/300-dim GloVe vectors (Pennington et al., 2014). A nuclearity status is
assigned to an unseen discourse constituent based on the distance from the
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clusters’ centroids. We show two results for each K-Means classifier, since
the cluster IDs (i.e., {0, 1}) can be mapped either {0: NS, 1: SN} or {0: SN, 1:
NS}.

4.5.4 UpperBound

We also examined the upper bound of our approach, since it may be unclear
whether it is possible to correctly induce nuclearity statuses from sentence-
level scalar values by comparing them in a bottom-up manner. We computed
the gold-standard sentence scores using the fully-annotated RST trees. We
first mapped a constituent tree to the corresponding dependency tree, fol-
lowing (Ji and Eisenstein, 2014; Li et al., 2014b; Braud et al., 2017). Given
the dependency graph, we assign a gold irreducibility score to each EDU xi

according to the distance from the ROOT:

g(xi) = 1/distance(xi,ROOT), (4.20)

where the distance is simply defined as the number of hops between xi and
the special-ROOT head. A sentence score is defined as the score of the head
EDU of the sentence.

4.6 Results and Discussion

Table 4.1 summarizes the nuclearity-classification performances of our ap-
proach and the K-Means classifiers on the test data.

4.6.1 Evaluation of the K-Means Classifiers

The upper block in Table 4.1 shows the scores of the K-Means classifiers
using different pre-trained word embeddings for feature extraction. The be-
low block shows performances for our approach with different irreducibility
measures. “USE” indicates that we used the publicly available Universal Sen-
tence Encoder (Cer et al., 2018) for sentence embeddings, while “word2vec-k”
and “GloVe-k” represent that we used the word2vec/GloVe word embeddings
of k dimensions for sentence embeddings.

From the upper block, we can observe that the K-Means classifiers induce
highly unbalanced cluster sizes and tend to predict the same label with the
majority cluster, which is obvious from the difference between the class-
wise recalls (NS-Recall vs. SN-Recall). The recall on the minority cluster
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Method NS-R SN-R SA (%) BA (%)
K-Means (word2vec-300) 91.45 2.35 78.82 46.90

8.55 97.65 21.18 53.10
K-Means (GloVe-100) 91.25 2.35 78.65 46.80

8.75 97.65 21.35 53.20
K-Means (GloVe-300) 91.16 2.35 78.57 46.75

8.84 97.65 21.43 53.25
SumBasic 42.95 52.35 44.29 47.65
SumBasic + Update 42.37 50.00 43.45 46.19
LSA 38.68 66.47 42.62 52.57
Centroid-based (word2vec-300) 50.05 54.71 50.71 52.38
Centroid-based (GloVe-100) · · · (a) 49.08 61.76 51.88 56.00
Centroid-based (GloVe-300) 50.83 60.00 52.13 55.41
Centroid-based (USE) 48.10 58.82 49.62 53.46
LexRank (word2vec-300) 49.95 54.12 50.54 52.03
LexRank (GloVe-100) 49.08 61.76 50.88 55.42
LexRank (GloVe-300) 51.02 58.82 52.13 54.92
LexRank (USE) 48.10 60.00 49.79 54.05
Heuristics-Location · · · (b) 100.00 0.00 85.82 50.00
Heuristics-Length 49.56 64.71 51.71 57.13
0.8× (a) + 0.2× (b) 57.63 59.42 57.88 58.52
UpperBound 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Human - - 77.72 -

Table 4.1 Performances on unsupervised nuclearity identification on the
RST-DT test set. The evaluation metrics are class-wise recalls (NS-Recall,
SN-Recall), Standard Accuracy, and Balanced Accuracy. The upper block
shows scores of the K-Means classifiers using different pre-trained word
embeddings. The below block shows scores of our approach using different
irreducibility measures.

(e.g., 2.35%, 8.55%) is much lower than that on the majority (e.g., 91.45%,
97.65%) with this method, which is not desirable for situations where both
nuclearity types are equally important.

4.6.2 Evaluation of the Proposed Method

From the below block in Table 4.1, we can observe that the centroid-based
measure and LexRank yield higher Balanced Accuracies than SumBasic and
LSA. Contrary to the former two measures, SumBasic and LSA do not utilize
pre-trained word/sentence embeddings and rely only on count-based statistics
in the input text. Thus, this result indicates that using embeddings trained
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on larger corpora is effective to estimate discourse irreducibility and detect
the nuclei, even though the embeddings have not been trained for nuclearity
identification. Heuristic-Length achieves the best Balanced Accuracy among
all the single measures. This result supports our hypothesis that a discourse
constituent containing more words tends to be more irreducible and is more
likely to be a nucleus.

We also explored various combinations of multiple measures with dif-
ferent weights through grid search. We fuse multiple measures by simply
computing a weighted sum of the sentence irreducibility scores as follows:

λm1g1(si) + λm2gm2(si). (4.21)

gm1(si) and gm2(si) denote the sentence irreducibility scores predicted based
on the measures m1 and m2, respectively. λm1 and λm2 are data-agnostic
weights for each measure.

We found that the combination of the centroid-based measure (using
the 100-dim GloVe embeddings; λ = 0.8) and Heuristic-Location (λ = 0.2)
outperforms all the other methods and achieves the best Balanced Accuracy
of 58.52% (See the bottom row of the second block), which is greater than
the original scores of each measure, i.e., 56.00% and 50.00%. This result
indicates that these measures estimate irreducibility of sentences in the differ-
ent perspectives and that certain measures can be combined complementarily
for further improvements. Actually, it is hard for the centroid-based measure
to capture location-based irreducibility because it does not use localtional fea-
tures in sentence scoring, while Heuristic-Location considers the locational
information of sentences. The combination of these measures can thus accel-
erate performance. Interestingly, combining the centroid-based measure with
Heuristic-Length fails to achieve a higher score, though Heuristic-Length
yields higher accuracy than Heuristic-Location. We conjecture it happens be-
cause the centroid-based measure and Heuristic-Length are not complemental
to each other, since the aggregated word embeddings of the centroid-based
measure already contain information on sentence length.

The table also shows a classification upper bound of our approach. We
observe that our approach has the potential to induce nuclearity statuses
correctly only from sentence-level scalar values using the simple recursive
algorithm. This result also suggests that it is possible to exploit irreducibility
in supervised nuclearity classification, although it is out of the scope of the
present work.
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4.7 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced an unsupervised algorithm for discourse nucle-
arity classification, which aims to classify nuclearity statuses for an unlabeled
discourse tree structure. To perform the deletion test of Carlson and Marcu
(2001) automatically, we proposed discourse irreducibility scores and com-
puted them by incorporating sentence-importance measures in extractive
summarization with a simple recursive algorithm. We showed that the pro-
posed irreducibility-based method outperforms the clustering-based methods.
We also found that multiple complementary sentence-importance measures
can be combined in our method to improve performance.



Chapter 5

Unsupervised Pre-training for
Discourse Relation Classification

5.1 Motivation

So far, we have proposed unsupervised algorithms for the first and second
subtasks in our roadmap in Section 2.3. In this chapter1, we tackle the last
subtask, i.e., discourse relation classification. We again show a RST-based
discourse tree structure we assume in this thesis in Figure 5.1.

When connectives such as however explicitly appear, discourse relations
are relatively easy to classify, as connectives provide strong cues (Pitler et al.,
2008). In contrast, it remains challenging to identify discourse relations
across text spans that have no connectives.

One reason for this inferior performance is a shortage of labeled instances,
despite the diversity of natural language discourses. Collecting annotations
about implicit relations is highly expensive because it requires linguistic
expertise. 2 A variety of semi-supervised or unsupervised methods have
been explored to alleviate this issue. Marcu and Echihabi (2002) proposed
generating synthetic instances by removing connectives from sentence pairs.
This idea has been extended in many works and remains a core approach
in the field (Zhou et al., 2010; Patterson and Kehler, 2013; Lan et al., 2013;
Rutherford and Xue, 2015; Ji et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016; Braud and Denis,
2016; Lan et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2017). However, these methods rely
on automatically detecting connectives in unlabeled corpora beforehand,

1This chapter is mainly based on Nishida and Nakayama (2018).
2The Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB) 2.0 corpus (Prasad et al., 2008), which is the

current largest corpus for discourse relation recognition, contains only about 16K annotated
instances in total.
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⟨x0:6,NS,ELABORATION⟩

⟨x3:6,SN,CONTRAST⟩

⟨x5:6,SN,ATTRIBUTION⟩

x6x5

⟨x3:4,NS,ELABORATION⟩

x4x3

⟨x0:2,NS,ELABORATION⟩

x2⟨x0:1,SN,ATTRIBUTION⟩

x1x0

� �
[This maker of electronic devices said]x0 [it replaced all five incumbent
directors at a special meeting.]x1 [Elected as directors were Mr. Hollan-
der, . . . , and Rose Pothier.]x2 [Newport officials didn’t respond Friday
to requests]x3 [to discuss the changes at the company]x4 [but earlier, Mr
Weekes had said]x5 [Mr. Hollander wanted to have his own team on the
board.]x6� �

Fig. 5.1 In this chapter, we assume that coherent text can be represented as a
RST-like tree structure. Leaf nodes xi correspond to clause-level segments,
while internal nodes consists of three orthogonal elements: discourse con-
stituents xi: j, discourse nuclearities (e.g., NS), and discourse relations (e.g.,
ELABORATION).

Fig. 5.2 An example of order-oriented and topic-oriented negative sampling
in coherence modeling.

which makes it almost impossible to utilize parts of unlabeled corpora in
which no connectives appear.3 In addition, as Sporleder and Lascarides
(2008) discovered, it is difficult to obtain a generalized model by training on
synthetic data due to domain shifts. Though several semi-supervised methods
do not depend on detecting connectives (Hernault et al., 2010a, 2011; Braud
and Denis, 2015), these methods are restricted to manually selected features,
linear models, or word-level knowledge transfer.

3For example, nearly half of the sentences in the British National Corpus hold implicit
discourse relations and do not contain connectives (Sporleder and Lascarides, 2008).
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In this chapter, our research question is how to exploit unlabeled cor-
pora without explicitly detecting connectives to learn linguistic knowledge
associated with implicit discourse relations.

Our core hypothesis is that unsupervised learning about text coherence
could produce numerical representations related to discourse relations. Sen-
tences that compose a coherent document should be connected with syntactic
or semantic relations (Hobbs, 1985; Grosz et al., 1995). In particular, we
expect that there should be latent relations among local sentences. In this
study, we hypothesize that parameters learned through coherence modeling
could contain useful information for identifying (implicit) discourse rela-
tions. To verify this hypothesis, we develop a semi-supervised system whose
parameters are first optimized for coherence modeling and then transferred
to implicit discourse relation recognition. We also empirically examine two
variants of coherence modeling: (1) order-oriented negative sampling and
(2) topic-oriented negative sampling. An example is shown in Figure 5.2.

Our experimental results demonstrate that coherence modeling improves
Macro F1 on implicit discourse relation recognition by about 3 points on
first-level relation classes and by about 5 points on second-level relation
types. Coherence modeling is particularly effective for relation categories
with few labeled instances, such as temporal relations. In addition, we find
that topic-oriented negative sampling tends to be more effective than the
order-oriented counterpart, especially on first-level relation classes.

5.2 Coherence Modeling

In this study, we adopt the sliding-window approach of Li and Hovy (2014)
to form a conditional probability that a document is coherent. That is, we
define the probability that a given document X is coherent as a product of
probabilities at all possible local windows, i.e.,

P(coherent|X, θ) =
∏
x∈X

P(coherent|x, θ), (5.1)

where P(coherent|x, θ) denotes the conditional probability that the local
clique x is coherent and θ denotes parameters. Clique x is a tuple of a central
sentence and its left and right sentences, (s−, s, s+). Though larger window
sizes may allow the model to learn linguistic properties and inter-sentence
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dependencies over broader contexts, it increases computational complexity
during training and suffers from data sparsity problem.

We automatically build a dataset D = P ∪ N for coherence modeling
from an unlabeled corpus. Here, P and N denote sets of positive and
negative instances, respectively. Given a source corpus C of |C| sentences
s1, s2, . . . , s|C|, we collect positive instances as follows:

P = {(si−1, si, si+1) | i = 2, . . . , |C| − 1}. (5.2)

Text coherence can be corrupted by two aspects, which correspond to
how to build negative set N .

The first variant is order-oriented negative sampling, i.e.,

N = {x′ | x′ ∈ ϕ(x) ∧ x ∈ P} (5.3)

where ϕ(x) denotes the set of possible permutations of x, excluding x itself.
The second variant is topic-oriented negative sampling, i.e.,

N = {(s−, s′, s+) | s′ ∈ C ∧ (s−, s, s+) ∈ P} (5.4)

where s′ denotes a sentence randomly sampled from a uniform distribution
over the entire corpus C. We call this method topic-oriented because topic
consistency shared across a clique (s−, s, s+) is expected to be corrupted by
replacing s with s′.

5.3 Model Architecture

We develop a simple semi-supervised model with neural networks. An overall
view is shown in Figure 5.3. Our model mainly consists of three components:
sentence encoder E, coherence classifier Fc, and implicit discourse relation
classifier Fr. The parameters of E are shared across the two tasks: coherence
modeling and implicit discourse relation recognition. In contrast, Fc and Fr

are optimized separately. Though it is possible to develop more complex
architectures (such as with word-level matching (Chen et al., 2016), a soft-
attention mechanism (Liu and Li, 2016; Rönnqvist et al., 2017), or highway
connections (Qin et al., 2016)), such architectures are outside the scope of this
study, since the effectiveness of incorporating coherence-based knowledge
would be broadly orthogonal to the model’s complexity.
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(unsupervised learning) (supervised learning)
discourse relation recognitioncoherence modeling

Fig. 5.3 The semi-supervised system we developed. The model consists of
sentence encoder E, coherence classifier Fc, and implicit discourse relation
classifier Fr.

5.3.1 Sentence Encoder

Sentence encoder E transforms a symbol sequence (i.e., a sentence) into a
continuous vector. First, a bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) is applied to a
given sentence of n tokens w1, . . . ,wn, i.e.,

−→
h i = FwdLSTM(

−→
h i−1,wi) ∈ RD, (5.5)

←−
h i = BwdLSTM(

←−
h i+1,wi) ∈ RD (5.6)

where FwdLSTM and BwdLSTM denote forward and backward LSTMs,
respectively. We initialize the hidden states to zero vectors, i.e.,

−→
h 0 =

←−
h n+1 =

0. In our preliminary experiments, we tested conventional pooling functions
(e.g., summation, average, or maximum pooling); we found that the following
concatenation tends to yield higher performances:

h =
(
−→
h⊤L ,
←−
h⊤1
)⊤
∈ R2D. (5.7)

We use Eq. 5.7 as the aggregation function throughout our experiments.

5.3.2 Classifiers

We develop two multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) with ReLU nonlinearities
followed by softmax normalization each for Fc and Fr. The MLP inputs
are the concatenation of sentence vectors. Thus, the dimensionalities of the
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input layers are 2D× 3 and 2D× 2 respectively. The MLPs consist of input,
hidden, and output layers.

5.4 Experiment Setup

We used the Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB) 2.0 corpus (Prasad et al.,
2008) as a dataset for implicit discourse relation recognition. We followed
the standard section partition, which is to use Sections 2–20 for training,
Sections 0-1 for development, and Sections 21–22 for testing. We evaluate
multi-class classifications with first-level relation classes (4 classes) and
second-level relation types (11 classes).

We used the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) articles (Marcus et al., 1993)4 or
the BLLIP North American News Text (Complete) (McClosky et al., 2008)5

to build a coherence modeling dataset, resulting in about 48K (WSJ) or 23M
(BLLIP) positive instances. We inserted a special symbol “⟨ARTICLE_BOUNDARY⟩”
to each article boundary. For the WSJ corpus, we split the sections into
training/development/test sets in the same way with the implicit relation
recognition. For the BLLIP corpus, we randomly sampled 10,000 articles
each for the development and test sets. Negative instances are generated
following the procedure described in Section 5.2. Note that this procedure
requires neither human annotation nor special connective detection.

We set the dimensionalities of the word embeddings, hidden states of
the BiLSTM, and hidden layers of the MLPs to 100, 200, and 100, respec-
tively. GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) was used to produce pre-trained
word embeddings on the BLLIP corpus. To avoid overfitting, we fixed the
word embeddings during training in both coherence modeling and implicit
relation recognition. Dropout (ratio 0.2) was applied to word embeddings
and MLPs’s layers. At every iteration during training in both tasks, we
configured class-balanced batches by resampling.

5.5 Results and Discussion

To verify whether unsupervised learning on coherence modeling could
improve implicit discourse relation recognition, we compared the semi-

4We used the raw texts in LDC99T42 Treebank-3:
https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC99T42

5https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2008T13
6The values are taken from Wu et al. (2017).
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4 Classes 11 Classes Coherence
Acc. Macro F1 Acc. Macro F1 Acc.

IRel only 51.49 42.29 37.49 24.81 N/A
IRel + O-Coh (Small) 52.16 41.39 37.77 25.46 57.96
IRel + O-Coh (Large) 52.29 42.48 41.29 30.70 64.24
IRel + T-Coh (Small) 51.70 40.84 37.91 25.35 83.04
IRel + T-Coh (Large) 53.54 45.03 41.39 29.67 91.53

Table 5.1 The results of implicit discourse relation recognition (multi-class
classification) and coherence modeling (binary classification). IRel and O/T-
Coh denote that the model is trained on implicit discourse relation recognition
and order/topic-oriented coherence modeling respectively. “Small” and
“large” correspond to the relative size of the used unlabeled corpus: 39K
(WSJ) and 22M (BLLIP) positive instances, respectively.

Acc. (%) Macro F1 (%)
Rutherford and Xue (2015) 57.10 40.50
Liu et al. (2016) 57.27 44.98
Braud and Denis (2016)6 52.81 42.27
Wu et al. (2017) 58.85 44.84
IRel only 51.49 42.29
IRel only* 52.72 42.61
IRel + T-Coh (Large) 53.54 45.03
IRel + T-Coh (Large)* 56.60 46.90

Table 5.2 Comparison with previous works that exploit unlabeled corpora on
first-level relation classes. An asterisk indicates that word embeddings are
fine-tuned (which slightly decreases performance on second-level relation
types due to overfitting).

supervised model (i.e., implicit discourse relation recognition (IRel) + co-
herence modeling with order/topic-oriented negative sampling (O/T-Coh))
with the baseline model (i.e., IRel only). The evaluation metrics are accuracy
(%) and Macro F1 (%). We report the mean scores over 10 trials. Table 5.1
shows that coherence modeling improves Macro F1 by about 3 points in
first-level relation classes and by about 5 points in second-level relation
types. Coherence modeling also outperforms the baseline in accuracy. We
observed that the higher the coherence modeling performance (see Small vs.
Large), the higher the implicit relation recognition score. This indicates that
utilizing unlabeled data via coherence modeling improves the classification
performance, which becomes possible thanks to our unsupervised proposal.
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Exp. Cont. Comp. Temp.
# of training data 6,673 3,235 1,855 582
IRel only 66.40 53.49 39.48 32.31
IRel + T-Coh 67.48 54.94 40.41 35.60

Table 5.3 Results on one-vs.-others binary classification in implicit discourse
relation recognition. The evaluation metric is Macro F1 (%). We evaluate
on the first-level relation classes: Expansion, Contingency, Comparison,
and Temporal.

Fig. 5.4 Results on implicit discourse relation recognition (first-level classes),
with different numbers of training instances. The error bars show one stan-
dard deviation over 10 trials.

Actually, coherence modeling allows us to use 39K (WSJ) or 22M (BLLIP)
sentences for training in addition to the 1.2K instances in PDTB. These
results support our claim that coherence modeling could learn linguistic
knowledge that is useful for identifying discourse relations.

We also found that topic-oriented negative sampling tends to outperform
its order-oriented counterpart, especially on first-level relation classes. We
suspect that this is because order-oriented coherence modeling is more fine-
grained and challenging than topic-oriented identification, resulting in poor
generalization. For example, there could be order-invariant cliques that still
hold coherence relations after random shuffling, whereas topic-invariant
cliques hardly exist. Indeed, training on order-oriented negative sampling
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converged to lower scores than that of topic-oriented negative sampling (see
coherence accuracy).

Next, for reference, we compared our system with previous work that
exploits unlabeled corpora. As shown in Table 5.2, we found our model
to outperform previous systems in Macro F1. In this task, Macro F1 is
more important than accuracy because the class balance in the test set is
highly skewed. Note that these previous models rely on previously detected
connectives in the unlabeled corpus, whereas our system is free from such
detection procedures.

To assess the effectiveness of coherence modeling on different relation
classes, we trained and evaluated the models on one-vs-others binary classifi-
cation. That is, we treated each of the first-level relation classes (4 classes)
as the positive class and others as the negative class. Table 5.3 shows that
coherence modeling is effective, especially for the Temporal relation which
has relatively fewer labeled instances than others, indicating that coherence
modeling could compensate for the shortage of labeled data.

We also performed an ablation study to discover the performance con-
tribution from coherence modeling by changing the number of training
instances used in implicit relation recognition. Here, we assume that in real-
world situations, we do not have sufficient labeled data. We downsampled
from the original training set and maintained the balance of classes as much
as possible. As shown in Figure 5.4, coherence modeling robustly yields
improvements, even if we reduced the labeled instances to 10%.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we showed that unsupervised learning on coherence modeling
improves implicit discourse relation recognition in a semi-supervised manner.
Our approach does not require detecting explicit connectives, which makes
it possible to exploit entire unlabeled corpora. We empirically examined
two variants of coherence modeling and show that topic-oriented negative
sampling tends to be more effective than the order-oriented counterpart on
first-level relation classes.

It still remains unclear whether the coherence-based knowledge is com-
plemental to those by previous work. It is also interesting to qualitatively
inspect the differences of learned properties between order-oriented and
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topic-oriented negative sampling. We will examine this line of research in
future.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary of the Thesis

In this thesis, we introduced unsupervised discourse parsing algorithms
that aim to induce discourse structures without relying on hand-annotated
structures. To the best of our knowledge, this thesis is the first attempt to
develop a fully unsupervised discourse parser. The only assumption of this
thesis is that coherent text can be represented as a RST-based discourse tree
structure, which contains three orthogonal elements at its internal nodes:
discourse constituents, discourse nuclearities, and discourse relations.

We first broke down the discourse structures into smaller subtasks, each
corresponding to one of the three orthogonal elements. Then, we proposed
unsupervised algorithms for the tree subtasks based on our prior knowledge.

In the first subtask, we found that our unsupervised parser using Viterbi
EM and the margin-based criterion induces more accurate discourse con-
stituents than fully supervised parsers. We also confirmed the importance
of the initialization methods we proposed based on our prior knowledge of
document structures. In the second subtask, we found that the proposed
method using discourse irreducibility identifies relative importance between
text spans more accurately than the straight-forward baselines. We also
found that multiple sentence-importance measures can be complementar-
ily combined to improve performance. In the third subtask, we found that
our approach using topic-oriented coherence modeling identifies implicit
relations more accurately than the existing methods.

Totally, our unsupervised algorithms outperform and improve the unsu-
pervised (or even fully supervised) baselines in all the three subtasks. These
results indicate that it is possible to develop unsupervised algorithms based
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on prior knowledge of discourse structures and that the prior knowledge used
in this thesis captures somewhat reasonable aspects of discourse structures.

However, these results simultaneously indicate that our algorithms are
strongly dependent on the prior knowledge, which is empirically shown in
our analytic experiments. To develop unsupervised algorithms that induce
discourse elements more accurately and diversely, we need to observe the
characteristics of the target discourse elements more carefully. For example,
to improve unsupervised discourse constituency parsing (i.e., the first subtask)
for left-heavy discourse constituents, we need to explore more detailed
but general prior knowledge of left-heavy discourse constituents and to
implement the knowledge as an initial-tree sampling procedure in Viterbi
EM. To improve unsupervised discourse nuclearity classification (i.e., the
second subtask), we need to introduce new prior knowledge that correlates
with nuclearity in a different way with discourse irreducibility. We believe
that breaking down the discourse parsing problem into smaller subtasks
(focusing on orthogonal discourse elements) is helpful to consider suitable
prior knowledge of each discourse element.

6.2 Limitations and Future Work

We have two limitations in this research.
First, this thesis assumes that one tree structure can be derived from

coherent text. However, although tree structures are widely used in a variety
of discourse theories (Hobbs, 1985; Grosz and Sidner, 1986; Mann and
Thompson, 1988; Asher and Lascarides, 2003; Webber, 2004) and have
been proven to be useful in many applications, there are criticisms to RST-
style tree structures (Moore and Pollack, 1992; Wolf and Gibson, 2005).
For example, Wolf and Gibson (2005) argue that graph structures are more
suitable than tree structures to represent discourse coherence.

Another limitation of this thesis is that our study uses only English
texts for experiments. However, different languages could have different
discourse tendencies. For example, Shimmura and Beteson (1999) discussed
the discourse pattern differences between English and Japanese. Hence, it
would be interesting to investigate whether our prior knowledge and the
proposed methods work uniformally across different languages, which we
believe gives suggestions on discourse-level universals.

We leave these issues as a future work.
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